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ABSTMCT

The investigation reported in this thesis is an extension of an

earlier investigation of the stress/strain behaviour of $-brass single
crystals under static and dynamic loading. It was airBd at elucidating
the mechanismsof deformation, using optica'l microscopy to examine slip
habits and transmission electron microscopy to examine dislocation sub-

structures.

Marked differences were observed in the stress/strain response, slip
behaviour, and the substructural r€arrangements of single crystals of
B-brass when widely different rates of unintemupted compressive loading

were used.

Under static loading (strain rates = 1.0-4 sec-r) the crystals work-
hardened in a parabolic manner, slip being confined to either of the two

t101) t1111 or (211) ttttt systems. Cross-slip in the statically
deformed crystals was evidenced by the wavy appearance of the slip traces.

Under dynamic loading (strain rates > 103 sec-r) tne crystals
exhibited large yield drcps followed by a linear rate of work-hardening

which was lower than the static work-hardening rate. Slip on the four
(i01) t1111, (i10) ttttl, (101) ti11l and (110) t1111 systems occurred

simultaneously. The traces on any one dynamically defornBd specimen

were both coarser and finer than those observed on specimens statically
defonned. The coarse traces belonging to a given {110} <l1l> slip system

always bounded the finer traces of another {110} <111> system. No wavy

slip was observed on the dynamically deformed specirens.

The substructures present in the statically defonned crystals were

consistent with a single rnode of sl'ip and exhibited features indicative
of high rates of hardening on the active s'lip planes. The important
features of the statically induced substructures wer€ as follows:-
(a) There was a predominance of dislocations with Burgers vectors

of a[111]. Many of these lqy in non-screw high-energy

orientations, consistent with the occumence of cross-slip



(b)

(c)

and the observed high hardening rates of the crystals.
strong tangling developed on the slip planes as a resurt of
al111l edge segments interacting with other at111l segrents
and with loop and dipole debris produced on the slip planes.
A partiaily developed cell structure rcsulted from this
tangl i ng.

The dynamically induced substructunes were consistent with the
simultaneous operation of the four {110} <lil> srip systems. It was
inferred from the substructural investigations that the lower rates of
hardening in the dynamically deforrBd crystals arose from the distri-
bution of slip over the four systems with a consequent yeduction in
hardening on each individual system. The interactions between dis-
locations on intersecting srip pranes appeared to be less important in
contributing to hardening than the influence of the four systems in
reducing the hardening on any one system.

A series of interrupted tests indicated that behaviour under static-
static, dynamic-dynamic and dynamic-static loading sequences was consistent
with the uninterrupted static and dynamic behaviour, but that the dynamic
reload stress/strain and slip behaviour, and the associated substructural
changes were greatly modified by static preloading. The crystals defonned
by a "static" type slip mechanism, but exhibited ,,dynamic', type stress/
strain behaviour during the dynamic reload in this sequence.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This thests describes an investigation into the effects of static
and dynamic compressive loading on single crystals of B-brass.

The experinrental prograrme consisted of the folloring:-

(l ) Identifying the common types of dislocations in thin foils of
defomed B-brass using transmission erectron microscopy.

(21 Investigating the effects of two widely different loading rates
on the stress/strain behaviour and slip characteristics of single
crystals of B-brass.

(3) Carrying out a detailed examination of the substructural changes
induced in these crystals subjected to the different loading
condi ti ons .

The results from the experinental programm ane presented and
discussed in relation to existing theories.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITEMTURE

2.L GENERAL

Beta-brass is a body centred cubic metal which below about 460"C
orders completely into what is known as the CsCl-type structure. At the
stoichiometric composition this lattice can be considered as comprising
of two interpenetrating simple cubic lattices, one consisting wholly of
copper atoms and the other of zinc atoms.

Each crystal in the ordered ailoy is made up of a series of sub-
lattices or antiphase domains joined by antiphase boundaries. Across
these antiphase boundaries the mismatch of different atoms in adjacent
domains is accorrunodated. The domain size in most ordered alloys is
generally determined by the rate of cooling from the critical ordering
temperature. The size increases with decreasing cooling rates. The
domain structure in ordered beta-brass is unstable (cottrell (1),
Bragg (2)) and small domains ar€ rapidly absorbed by larger domains even
at room temperature.

Nucleation of domains will normally occur randomly in each crystal.
If domains which meet have their same sites occupied by different atoms
they will be separated from each other by an antiphase boundary (ApB).
These APB's will either terminate at the grain surface or separate an
enclosed domain from surrounding domains. Since they have high energies
owing to the mismatch between like atoms, the APB area per unit volurp
will tend to decrease when the alloy is annealed at elevated temperatures.
This occurs rapidly in the cscl-type alloys because of their simple
structure and single type of domain boundary (Marcinkowski (3)).

Cupchalk and Brown (4, 5), using transmission electron microscopy have
observed directly ApB,s in B-brass quenched from above 500.C. More
recently Mohanty and Schmidt (6) have detected ApB,s in B-brass using
X-ray diffraction techniques .

,-, ' t c'rl
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2.2 THE DEFORI'IATION OF BETA.BRASS

A comprehensive review of work on the deformation of beta-brass has
been given by Ferguson (7), and Ferguson and Titchener (g, g). The same
authors investigated the deformation of beta-brass single crystals of
various orientations, and at different strain rates and temperatures oftesting' They observed a very marked difference in the response of beta-
brass crystals to static and dynamic compressive loading. The static
tests were perforrned at a strain rate of approximately l0-r sec-r and the
dynamic tests in the range 2 x l0r sec-r to lOb sec-r. In the dynamic
tests very large yield drops were observed, the yield stress increasing
with incleasing strain rate and decreasing temperature below 2l'C. The
statically deformed crystals exhibited no yield drops but showed a similar
influence of temperature on the yield stress. The dynamic work-hardening
rate was lower than the static work-hardening rate. The dynamic work-
hardening rate changed little with decreasing temperature, whereas the
static work-hardening rate increased with decreasing temperature. Both
the static and dynamic work-hardening rates were strongly orientation
dependent, the rate of work-hardening incrcasing as the orientation moved
towards the t0011 - t1111 boundary of the standard stereographic triangle.

Ferguson and Titchener (9) also conducted a series of reload tests on
crystals preloaded either dynamically or statically. The static reload
curves began at a yield stress approximately equal to that of the final
flow stress of the dynamic preload curve, and the work-hardening rate of
the static reload curve was higher than that of the dynamic preload curve.
The dynamic reload exhibited a yield drop and the yield stress was lower
than the final flow stress of the static preload. The dynamic reload wor*,-
hardening rate was lower than the static preload work-hardening rate. They
could not account for the discontinuity between the final flow stress of the
static prcload and the initial flow stress of the dynamic reload. Their
slip-line observations indicated that the dynamic slip was slighgy coarser
and more widely spaced than the static slip. Both the static and the
dynamic slip tended to coarsen as the testing temperature was decreased.
Multiple slip was sometirnes observed in both the statically deforrpd and
the dynamically deformed specimens. At ail strain-rates and testing
temperatures deformation bands were observed. These defonnation bands did
not change significanily in appearance over the whole range of testing
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conditions. Ferguson and Titchener did not attempt an analysis of the
slip lines to determine the operative slip systems of their crystals.

Ferguson and Titchener explained the pnesence of the yield points in
the dynamically defonrnd material and their absence in the static tests
using a theory ofyield proposed by Hahn (r0) and cottrell (11). This
theory predicts that the magnitude of the yield drop is a function both
of the rnobile dislocation density and the stress dependence of the dis-
location velocity. If it is assumed that the initial mobile dislocation
density is constant for the static and dynamic tests, it follows that with
increased rates of loading the stress required to produce unit velocity of
the mobile dislocations also rises. Thus the material yields dynamically
at a higher stress level. The subsequent yield drop is explained by the
rapid multiplicatr'on of the mobi'le dislocations at the ,higher' stress
level; hence to produce a given plastic strain rate the dislocation
velocity can decrease. This reduction in dislocation velocity rcsults
in a lowering of the stress.

Ferguson and Titchener (9) suggested that the difference in work-
hardening rates between the static and dynamic tests could arise from
different types of dislocation motion in the ordered lattice. In the
dynamically deformed crystars slip is achieved by the glide of ? .tlt,
unit dislocations generated at upper yield. They suggested that the
moverEnt of such dislocations would rapidly disorder the operative slip
planes and the subsequent motion of dislocations would be easier.

The high rates of work-hardening which Ferguson and ritchener (9)
obtained for their static tests, even for crystals favourably orientated
for large arpunts of glide, are in good agreernnt with the results of
other workers who investigated the mechanical properties of alloys
possessing long range order (Sachs and Werts (12), Flinn (13), Marcinkowski
and Miller (14), Vidoz et al. (15), Vidoz et al. (16) ).

2.3 DEF0RMATI0N 0F OTHER 'CsCl, TypE ALL0YS

AsMg

Terry and Smallman (17) defornnd polycrystalline AgMg in tension at
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temperatures from -196 to 300'c, and at strain-rates from 10-s to 1.0-3
sec-r. They found that up to about 150"C the strength of the alloy was
relatively insensitive to changes in temperature and strain-rate. Above
150"c the flow stress dropped rapidly with increasing temperature and
increased with increasing strain-rate. They concluded that the change
in flow behaviour resulted from a change in the work-hardening mechanisms
in the material. They arso deformed some single crystals of AgMg and
observed that slip took place on the {123} <1ll> system over the whole of
the temperature range used for the polycrystalline material. This was
in agreement with the results of Rachinger and Cottrell (1g) who reported
the occu'ence of {123} <r.r.r.> slip in AgMg single crystals defonrnd by
tension at noom temperature.

Mukherjee and Dorn (19) observed {123} <111> slip and also a small
amount of activity on {2r1} <111> in AgMg single crystals defornrd in
tension at room temperature. They tested in the strain-rate range of
l0-5 to 10-a sec-r.

Kurfman (20) tested singre crystals of AgMg of widely differing
orientations, in both compression and tension. He observed {2ll} <111,>
slip but no trace of {123} <llL> slip. At room temperature his crystals
were markedly notch sensitive and he concluded that this behaviour arose
from an insufficient number of slip rnodes at the notch roots.

In a more recent paper (2L), Kurfman showed that the precise mode of
slip in AgMg single crystals defonned in tension was strongly dependent
on the surface condition. In general, slip on {211} was predominant but
{110} and {123} planes were also thought to be active. The slip direction
was a'lways <111'> and some cross-slip occumed round surface imperfections
and in the vicinity of fractures. For many orientations his crystals
exhibited very little work-hardening at room temperature. However, the
work-hardening rate was greatly increased when multiple glide occurpd,
initiated by surface defects. In the strain-rate range of 6 x 10-3 to
6 x 10-r sec-r the flow stress increased with increasing strain-rate.

Mukheriee et al. (22) studied the influence of temperature and strain-
rate on the flow stress of AgMg single crystals orientated for pure shear
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along {123} <111>. In the temperature and strain-rate ranges of -269 to
627"c, and 10-4 to l.0a sec-r respectively, they found that the resolved
shear stress for slip increased with decrcasing temperature and increasing
strain-rate. At strain-rates greater than 1.8 x 104 sec-r the flow
stress became independent of temperature and was a function only of
strain-rate. They observed two distinct regions of behaviour. The

first was in the strain rate region of r.0-h to 1.8 x l.0a sec-r, where flow
stress increased with increasing strain-rate and decrreasing temperature
and the second where the flow stress rose rapidly as a function only of
strain-rate. They postulated that in the first region a thermally activa-
ted dislocation mechanism was operative, whereas in the second the very
high imposed shear stress was sufficient to over-ride the thennally activa-
ted mechanism without assistance from thennal fluctuations. It was

suggested in an earlier paper by Dorn et al. (z3)rthat such a behaviour
where the flow stress increases very rapidly with increasing strain-rate
could be explained in terms of a dislocation damping mechanism.

FeCo

Marcinkowski and Chessin (24) subjected polycrystalline FeCo alloys
having varying amounts of order to deforynation in tension and compression.
They tested alloys in the temperature range of -77 to 9l'K and at a

strain-rate of 5.0 x 10-2 sec-r. For the disordered alloy the temperature
dependence of the flow stress was large and nearly independent of the
amount of plastic strain. Profuse crrss-slip was observed at all stages
of deformation of the disordered alloy and Marcinkowski and Chessin con-
cluded that p'lastic f'low occurred by a rBchanism involving thermally
activated cross-slip of screw dislocations, Their ordered alloys however,
showed three distinct stages of work-hardening. The slip traces in both
stage I and stage II of the ordered alloys were straight with no suggestion
of cross-slip occurring. Work-hardening in stage III was similar to that
of the disordered alloy and the slip traces were wavy in appearance, thus
indicating that cross-slip was taking place in this final stage. In stage
III the flow stress exhibited almost the sam dependence on temperature as

did the disordered alloy.

Using transmission electron microscopy t'larcinkorski and Chessin also
examined thin foils taken from FeCo deformed by rolling in an attempt to
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predict the nature of the dislocation substructure present in the original
alloys. They found that at low strains in the ordered rolled alloys
there was a high degree of 'pairing' of dislocations, but at higher strains
there was little 'pairing'. They deduced that the alloy, over the
complete deformation range, and the ordered alloy strained into stage III,
deformed by the same thevmally activated cross-slip rechanism. 0n the
other hand, in stage I and II of the ordered alloy, the cross-slip mechanism
was considered to be much more difficult for the apparently ,paired,super-
lattice dislocations. Unfortunately they did not indicate on their electron
micrographs what precise imaging conditions were used. It is well known
that double images can be obtained from single dislocations and these could
well give rise to misleading results.

Sto'loff and Davies (25) defonned polycrystalline FeCo - V alloysn of
varying degrees of order, at low strain rates at room temperature. They
observed a decrease in strength with the fully ordered alloys, with a

maximum strength being developed at an intermediate state of order. The
degree of ordering had little influence on the rate of work-hardening.
There was a marked change from wavy to planar glide with incrcasing order.
The disordered alloy appeared to slip on all planes of the <111> zo(e.
In the ordered alloys slip tended to be confined to a single set of planes.
They assumed that because the antiphase boundaries produced by glide were
thought to have the lowest energy on {110}, then {110} werc probably the
operative slip planes. They explained the observed maximum value of the
flow stress at an internediate state of order by a slip nechanism that was

dependent on the degree of long-range order in the lattice. when the
degree of ordering is low the energy of the antiphase boundary is so low
(Marcinkowski et al . (?6) ) that the super-dislocations tend to dissociate
into their constituent ordinary dislocations and glide independently.
Such individual glide creates disorder and thus gives a higher strength.
With a high degree of ordering the superdislocations will tend to move as
close pairs of partial dislocations and hence no trailing anti-phase
material is produced. This process in turn produces a lower strength of
the 1 atti ce.
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B'AuZn

Schulson and Teghtsoonian (Zl, Zg)
singie crystals of fully ordered B,AuZn.

deformed by 'static, tension,
They investigated the effects

of orientation, temperature and strain-rate. l,lith crystals orientated
near the middle of the stereographic triangle and at temperatures between
-73 and 130'Cn the work-hardening curves followed three distinct stages,
these being very similar to the classical behaviour of face-centred-cubic
netals (29). As the temperature was either increased or decreased para-
bolic type flow with reduced ductil'ity was observed. Below -1.33"C work-
hardening !',as terminated by brittle fracture, and above 130.C initial
hardening was followed first by work-softening and then by ductile fracture.

They observed multistage flow at room,temperature with all orientations
except those along the t0111 - tl11l boundary when parabolic hardening
occuffed. The crystals that exhibited multistage flow deformed by single
slip during stage I, generally on a non-crystailographic or high index
{hKO} <001> system. Small amounts of secondary slip occumed also in
stage II. With orientations in which there were two equally stressed
{hK0} <001> systems, parabolic hardening resulted. lrlith orientations
near the t00t1 corner slip occurred mainly on the (iie) Itttt system, and
high flow stresses, high work-hardening rates and low ductilities were
observed.

In the static strain-rate range used (25 x 1o-2 - 2.5 x 10-a sec-r),
a decrease in the stage II work-hardening rate with decrcasing strain-rate
was observed- Schulson and Teghtsoonian inferred from this that thermally
activated recovery processes were taking place concurrent with deformation.
They also suggested that the high work-hardening rates of crystals having
orientations near t00ll, arose because the slip mode changed from {hKO} <001>
to {112} <l'11> where the high work-hardening rates would be associated with
the creation of antiphase boundaries fornred by the motion and inteysection
of ! <trt> partial dislocations. The motion of a<001,> dislocations
however, would not disorder the B'AuZn lattice and consequently lover work_
hardening would be expected with the other orientations.

Schulson and Teghtsoonian also used transmission electron microscopy
to examine thin foils prepared from their deformed specimens. Their
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Burgers vector analyses were inadequate and therefore no confirmation of
their predictions from the slip line observations could be made,

NiAI

Wasilenski, Bulter and Hanlon (30) investigated the static comprcssion
properties of NiAl single crystals at room temperature. {100} {110} <001>

slip only was observed, and they concluded that such slip behaviour was in
agreerent with earlier theoretical predictions (18) that the moverBnt of
a<1.11> superdislocations is difficult because of the very high ordering
energy. The a<1.00> Burgers vector is the shortest one perrnitting a

perfect dislocation to form.

Ball and Smallman (31), using transmission electron microscopy, also
identified {110} <001> as being the operation slip system in NiAl.

Ivlore recently Pascoe and Newey (32) showed that crystals of NiAl with
axes along <001.> may slip in directions other than <001.>. Below room

temperature the preferred slip system was {123} <111>, while both

{zLL} <Lll> and {011} <01.1> occurred at elevated temperatures. These

results are in agreement with those of Lloyd and Loretto (33) who reported
that dislocations with Burgers vectors a<l1.0> and aclll,> contribute to the
plasticity of NiAl at high temperatures.

2.4 HIGH RATE DEFOMATION AND SUBSTRUCTURAL CHANGES

No attempt has been made to relate the stress strain behaviour to the
substructural changes occurring in B-brass at high rates of strain. It
appears relevant however, to review the results of similar investigations
of other metals.

Edington (34) deformed single crystals of niobium in compression at
strain-rates ranging from L.2 x 10-4 to 1..5 x 103 sec-r, and studied the
substructural changes using transmission electron microscopy. The crystals
were orientated such that the (001) t1111 system was the most highly stressed.

He observed two distinct regions of behaviour. In the strain-rate
range of 10-h to 10 sec-l the lower yield stress increased slightly with
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increasing strain rate. In the range 10 to 104 sec-r, however, the

lower yield stress increased rapidly with increasing strain-rate. Most

of his crystals gave well rounded yield points which increased in size

with increasing strain-rate. At the very high strain-rates however,

he observed that these yield points became invisible. Edington concluded

that the yield points were being masked by oscillations in the elastic out-
put bar of the Hopkinson bar impact loading device used for these tests.
The work-hardening rate decreased with increasing strain-rate in this
second region, but the level of the flow stress rose rapidly with increas-
ing strain-rate.

Edington's observations on thin foils indicated that tangles of dis-
locations and well developed cell structures were predominant at very low

strain-rates, whereas a more uniform distribution of screw dislocations
formed at the very high strain-rates. The dislocation density was a

linear function of the plastic strain and independent of the strain-rate.
He inferred from these results that the rate of multiplication of dislocations
was independent of strain-rate and that the number of mobile dislocations
over the entire strain-rate range was consequently approximately constant.

Edington concluded that the substructure developed at Iow strain-rates
more effectively strengthened the lattice than the high strain-rate sub-

structure. He concluded that the rate-controlling mechanism for deformation

at low strain-rates was not clear, but that at high strain rates the dis-
location substructure v',as consistent with a rate controlling mechanism which

consisted of overcoming the 'Peierls hills'by the nucleation of double

kinks on screw dislocations (gS, gO, 37).

More recently Edington (38) investigated the nechanical properties of
and dislocation configurations and densities in single crystals of copper

in the strain-rate range 10-+ to 10+ sec-l. The flow stress remained

insensitive to strain-rate up to about 103 sec-l and then rose rapidly
and linearly with strain-rate above about 1.03 sec-l. The thin foils
examined by transmission electron microscopy revealed very little change

in the dislocation structure and density at a given strain over the whole

strain-rate range. Edington deduced from these substructural studies that
the number of mobile dislocations and their multiplication pnocesses were
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in fact very similar throughout the whole range of'loading rates. Also,
he concluded that deformation in the low strain-rate range was by means of
a thermally activated mechanism (35), whereas the high strain-rate behaviour
seemed to indicate a rnechanism of dislocation damping. The various
rnchanisms of energy dissipation by which dislocations can be damped have

been reviewed by Mason,(39, 40), Lothe (41) and Dorn et al. (23).

2.5 DISLOCATIONS IN BETA.BRASS

In the beta-brass lattice the planes of greatest packing are t1l0]
and the most closely packed directions <1,11>. The shortest translation
vector ts $ttt>. However such a translation in the ordered lattice
creates antiphase material as this places A atoms (copper or zinc) in
sites formally occupied by B atoms (zinc or copper). Hence a whole
a<l1l>translation would be energetically favoured, or else an lrttt
translation followed by a seconO !ttt> translation which restores the
order originally destroyed by the first. Thus super dislocations con-
sisting of two identical partiat |ttt> dislocations, and joined by a

disordered region or fault, should be cormon in the beta brass structure.
The separation of the two partial dislocations will be a function of both
the disordering energy of the faulted rcgion and the energies of the two

bounding partial dislocations.

Dislocations having Burgers vectors of a<100> and a<110> are perfect
and consequently will not disrupt the order in the lattice.

Hull (42) and Swann (43) have reported the observation of what appeared
to be close dislocation pairs in beta brass.

Rinnovatore and Brovn (4+) oUserved what they believed were straight
a<l11> screw dislocations in explosively deformed B-brass. They also
observed what were thought to be pairs of a<001.> dislocations formed by

the combination of pairs of a<111> superdislocations in the same material
explosively deformed and then annealed at temperatures up to 300oc.

Crawford and Miller (45) observed what they thought were screw dis-
locations with Burgers vectors along <111> in lightly deformed poly-
crystalline beta-brass. They were unable to identify the precise value
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of the Burgers vectors because of the occury€nce of strong residual
contrast when the dislocations were imaged under the diffracting
conditions which normally allow this determination to be made. They

concluded that the very high elastic anisotropy of beta-brass gives rise
to strong secondary displacements of the lattice planes round the dis-
locations, and thus prevents the 'no-contrast' condition from being
obtained. Chapter 3 includes a detailed discussion of the no-contrast
or invisibility criteria used in the determination of Burgers vectors.

Miller and Crawford (46) also analyzed hexagonal networks present
in 3-brass after deformation and subsequent annealing at 415'C. They

concluded that the networks were formed in a manner similar to that
suggested by Rinnovatore and Brown (44), but that the detailed structure
of the networks might be more accurately described by added segments of
a<l10> disl ocations .

Head (47) has calculated the energies of dislocations lying in a

number of slip planes and along various directions in these planes, in
beta-brass, taking into account elastic anisotropy. He considered
dislocations lying in {110}, {112} and {100}, and with Burgers of the
type a<001>, a<110> and a<11.l.>. He listed the ranges of orientations
in which some of these dislocations would be unstable. In particular
he showed that dislocations which had Burgers vectors along <111> in
{110}, and which lay between two pinning points, would take on an equi-
librium form having sharp bends if the line joining the two points lay
in certain unstable (high energy) directions.

Head et al. (48, 49) identified the Burgers vectors of a number of
dislocations in B-brass by comparing the experimentally observed dislocation
images, using transmission electron microscopy, with theoretically computed

dislocation profiles. These profiles were obtained using the two-beam

dynamical theory of electron diffraction developed by Howie and l,{helan (50),
but modified to take into account the anisotropy of beta-brass. (see

Chapter 3 for review of this theory. ) Using this technique of comparison
Head has confirmed his predictions (a7) with the observation of sharply
bent dislocations having Burgers vectors of a<11.1> and lying in {110}.
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Head et al. (48,49) also found that most dislocations in thin foils
of beta-brass lay close to <111>. About 90 pct of all the dislocations
were close to screw orientation, this being the minimum energy orientation
for <111> dislocations. From the deviations of many of the dislocation
lines from a precise <11.1> direction they concluded that the most connon

slip system in beta-brass is {L10} <111>. This is in agreement with the
earlier results of Taylor (51), Elam (52), Rachinger and Cottrell (18),
Ardley and Cottrell (53), and Kramer and Maddin (5a).

0ther dislocations positively identified by Head et al. had Burgers

vectors of the type a<001.> and lqy in both {100} and {110} planes. The

a<001> dislocations were frequently observed as parallel pairs lying in
a cormon {110} plane and in a <11.1> direction. These pairs were thought
to originate from a reaction of the following type:-

<111> + <1.11> -> <020> * <01,0> + <01.0>.

The <010> pairs, being perfect dislocations in the B-brass superlattice,
will repel each other to a separation governed by the local stress field
and their nearness to sessile nodal points.

By computing the profiles for pairs of paraltet !ttt> partial dis-
locations split to various separations on {110} and matching them with
the observed <111,> dislocations, they also concluded that such splitting
was a coflmon occumence in the beta-brass lattice. Using different values
of ordering energies to calculate the separation of the partials, they
found that the most accurate match with experiment resulted when the energy

was about 40 ergs/cm2. They concluded that by taking full account of
elastic anisotropy the separation of partials comprising the a<111> super-
dislocation in S-brass would be about 50 A in the screw orientation and

about 150 i in the edge orientation.
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CHAPTER 3

THE DYNAMICAL THEORY OF ELECTRON DIFFRACTION

IN METALS

3.1 GENEML

The diffraction of high energy electrons in
described using two different approaches, namely
dynamical theories.

a crystal lattice has been

the kinematical and

The kinematical
the amplitude of the
of the incident wave,

to strong scattering

theory was developed from the basic assumption that
diffracted wave builds up to only a small proportion
i.e. energy depletion of the transmitted beam due

processes, is small.

This assumption never holds exactly. It is approximately true when
the crystal is deviated well away from the exact Bragg reflecting position,
so that strong Bragg diffraction does not occur, or when the crystal is so
thin that insufficient repeated scattering processes occur to build up the
amplitude of the total scattered tfave. Also, the kinematical approach dis-
regards any effect of incoherent electron scattering processes which are
known to occur in crystals.

The dynamical theory describes the diffraction of electrons from cry-
stals orientated at the exact or slightly deviated diffracting positions,
and also from crystals which have thicknesses of the order of several
thousand angstroms. Under these corditions the dynamical theory takes full
account of interactions between the transmitted and diffracted, and also
provides a phenomenological treatment of inelastic scattering processes in
the crystal. This latter effect which is considered as an apparent ,loss,
of electrons, is quite strongly manifested in the images of crystal defects
in the electron microscope.

The following is a brief review of the important features of the dyna-
mical theory relevant to the imaging of dislocations based on the so-called
'two beam' condition.
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The phrase "two beam condition" describes the situation where only one set

of crystal planes lies c'lose to the Bragg angle. All other planes, although

possibly excited to some extent, are assumed to make no contribution to the

final image. This assumption, that other planes do not affect the final
image, holds reasonably well for low-synrmetry orientations where it is rela-
tively easy to avoid exciting non-systematic reflections (i.e., reflections
from planes not parallel to the set used to set up the two-beam condition

but belonging to the same zone), or when the uavelength of the electrons is
relatively small. This latter condition corresponds to the geometrical

situation in which the curvature of the Ewald sphere is large enough when

the appropriate deviation is used, to prevent it intersecting other reci-
procal lattice points which lie on the same straight line as the reciprocal

lattice point correspording to the strong reflection. These points lying
on the same straight line as the main reciprocal lattice point give rise to
what are known as systematic reflections. l,lith high syrrnetry orientations

or when accelerating voltages appreciably greater than 100 Kv are usedn

"many beam " effects become increasingly important in determining image

characteristics of defects in crystals.

A further limitation of the dynamical theory is the so-called "column

approximation" in which the transmitted and diffracted amplitudes are

differentiated along Z, the direction of the foil depth, rather than direc-
tions of the respective wave nonnals. However, because of the very small

angles of Bragg scattering this is a reasonable approximation. Howie and

Basirrki (55) have discussed these limitations of the dynamical theory in

considerable detail.

This review describes the simpler classical approach, using the

equations for dynam'ic equi'librium originalty derived by lhrwin (56' 57)

for the case of X-rays and more recently modified by Howie and l,lhelan (58)

for electron diffraction, rather than the more vigorous quantum mechanical

treatment (58). In preparing this review frequent reference has been made

to the following papers: Whelan & Hirsch (59); Hirsch, Howie & Whelan

(60); Howie & Whelan (58' 61); Hashimoto, Howie & blhelan (62, 63);

Hirsch et al (O+1t Makin (65); Amelinckx (66).
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3.2 THEORY

Consider first the case for a perfect crystal. Electrons propagate

down a narrow column of crystal and interact to give rise to two plane

waves. These are the transmitted wave exp[2ni K't], and the diffracted
wave expl2ni Kirl where K and K' denote the respective wave vectors and

r defines a position on the wave front. Because of the repeated scatter-
ing processes down the column of crystal the amplitudes 0s and 0g of these

two plane $,aves vary continuously, and are therefore both a function of Z

the depth in the column of crystal. The total wave function is therefore
as follows:

U(r) = 0o (z)expt2nt *.tl + 6n (z)exp[2ni K' .r] (1)

From the Ewald sphere construction the condition for diffraction is
K' = K + g + s where g is the diffracting vector, and s is a vector in the

z direction and denotes a small deviation from the Bragg reflecting posi:
tion.

Howie and Whelan (58), using the physical arguments of Darwin (56,57),
derived the following pair of equations for dynamical equilibrium in a per-

fect crystal:

dOo 
=E

Es
&_=

dz

in0o +
Es

in
r- qg (2a)

The terms .'Iotl. and I
tudes scattered 

sg qg

fraction. The term Eg is known

reflection g, and is related to
tion g, by the relation

ir0o (2b)

in the above equations represent the ampli-

from Sg to 0o and go to 0g by Bragg dif-
as the extinction distance for the operating

the atomic structure factor Fn for reflec-

-t[h* zns]os

, _ nVcCos0
es - --TE-
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Vc is the volume of the lattice unit cell ard e is the Bragg angle for
reflection g. The extinction distance Eg can be regarded as the depth of
foil in which the number of scattering events is such that the total dif-
fracted wave has recovered the original phase of the transmitted beam,

and has had its amplitude reduced to zero.

The terms .inQo inOo

'o 
and ;fr represent the forward scattered components

of the transmitted and diffracted beams respectively. The term Ee is a

distance analogous to Eg, but for foruard scattering" and is similarly
regarded as the distance through the foil in which the foruard scattered
wave recovers the original phase of the incident wave and has had its ampli-
tude reduced to zero. Ee is connected with the structure factor for forward

scattering Fo, by the relation

r _ nVcCos0ee - -Til

The additional phase term 2nis, in equation (2b) represents the effect
of tilting the crystal away from the exact Bragg orientation. It appears

in equation (ZU) only since it represents a difference in phase. The

absolute phases of Qe and Qg are not known.

The following transformations can be used to solve equations (2a) and

(2b) :

oo'= oo.-o[+]

og' = og

0s'and qn'are identical in amplitude to 0o and Sg but contain the phase

correction arising from forward scattering. Comparison of these expressions

for Sq' and 0g' with the original expressions for the plane waves in
equation (1) shows that the wave vectors K and K' are nor{ modified in the z

direction by an amount (zEo)-r. This is equivalent to a refractive index

effect arising from the mean crystal potential. This comection to K is
extremely snal'|, and K inside the crystal is very nearly parallel to K out-
side. In this discussion K will therefore refer to the uave vector inside
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the crystal.

From the above transformations the following simplified dynamical

equations are obtained:

doo' = inog' (3a)
dz Eg

T' = 
#oo,*znisgs'

( 3b)

(5b)

Solving for Qe' and then dropping primes since the uJave ycctors inside'and
outslde the crystal are nearly equivalent,

d"0.-2ni.dto*{Oo = Q (4)
dzz dz Eg'

Equation (4) has solutions of the form c exp[Zniyzl where y2 - sy - [{en)-t=o

sivins ,(r) = l[r-r@n,] (Ea)

,(z) = |[tvfien']

oo(r) - co(r)expl2niy(J)11

qo(z) - co(z)explzniy(z)z]

therefore

and

Similarly by substitution

on(r) - ,g( )exptzniy(r)t1

on(') = cn(t)exP1 2niYG) z1

The deviation vector s can be expressed in a dlmensionless form as w - stg
The coefficients are related as follot'ls:
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" (r)
v0
;T'Tvo

!A- = zyl) Es -- w + ,Fntz
Co 

(z)

ev(t)Eg = hr-,1ffi2 (6a)

(6b)

By substituting the solutions for 6e and gg back into the original
uave function (see equation (t)) two independent wave functions are

obtai ned:

u(r)r = co 
(r ) exp [zniv(r 

) z] exn [zni1.{
*cs ( )exR 

[zniv,',.J 
exR 

fzni 
tlfs) .{

..p(r) ' = go(e).xo 
[zni1(2) 

z] exn [2"i!'4
+ca 

(')exp 
[eniv(') 

z]exn 
[2"i 

([+g) .q

or

where

and

u(r) t =

,1,(r)' =

k(r)

g (z)

co 
(' ) exR 

fznt 
t< 

( t ) .r'l

co(z)exp[entt(') .d

K. * y(t)

K, * y(t)

cn(' )exp 
lzni 

(k("*nl .t] (7a)

cn 
(')exp 

[z"i (!(')*g) .r] (7b)

It can be seen that the original wave vectors K and 6+9 are now both modi-

fied slightly, each by two unequal amounts ,(r) and y('), in the z direc-
tion to give four separate wave vectors.

The total beam intensity is conserved hence

(,p(r), + ,1,(r),) (.rr,irl' * ,fi") 2 -- l. (8)

Further, the final image is fonned by either the transmitted wave (bright-
field) or the diffracted wave (dark field) with no interaction waves contri-
buting; hence by expanding equation (B)
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lco(t)1, * lcg(t)1. * lco(r)1, + lcn(zll, = 1 (9a)

Also the condition lco(')lt * lcg(,,lt = lco(z)l'* lcn(z)1z (su1

must hold if both sets of solutions are equally possible. By putting

w = CotB and using the relationships for (6) and (9) the following values

for the coefficients can be obtained:

Co(r) = Cg(t) =

Co(z) = -qn(r) =

The general form of the complete wave function for the electron in the

crystal is therefore as follows:

v(r) = n {cosfexn[z.,,itt" .rl-tt4*ofzni tl("*s-l'r]r

+ s {si''}*o[rnttt" ."]*co'ft,,n[tni (I(')*s).d ]

cos f
stn $

(10)

or, expressed in terms of the original wave vectors

u(r) = A {cosfexnfzniy("r] ..*o[t"t6.r]

- si n9exp [znir("r].ro [t"'t tr-nr 't]r

+e { si4 .*o[t"tt"r].*n[t"ir-r]

+ coslexn [znir(')'] 
.'o [r" trrul .t] r

KandK+

(11)

Examination of this wave function shows that it consists of the

original waves K and (!fg) plus terms describing the modification due to

the periodic crystal structure, to give a flxed linear combination of plane

waves of constant amplitude. The form of these functions where the original

wave vectors have been modified by the periodic crystal structure are known

as Bloch functions. If the constants A and B are evaluated the electron in

the crystal can be described by this fixed combination of plane waves of
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constant amplitude, rather than by the wave function in Equation (1) in
which the amplitudes (O) of the waves vary continuously with depth z in
the crystal.

The constants A, B can be determined by considering the boundary con-
ditions for the electron hnves in the crystal. At z = 0 the amplitude of
the total incident wave is unity and that of the total difftacted wave zero.
Comparison of equations (f) and (fO) gives the following:

Therefore

0o(z=0) = R CosS+ B Si'f = f

0s(z=0) = -A SinS+ B Cos$= o

A=cosf, g=si4

(12a)

( 12b)

( 13)

(t4a)

From the form of these constants it can be seen that the relative
degree to which each Bloch wave function is excited in the crystal (see

Equation (tt11 is a function of the orientation of the crystal. Since

w = s Eg = CotB it follows that outside the reflecting position where

s < 0, vt < 0. Therefore g . T and the Bloch solution I with constant A
predominates. Inside the reflecting position the solution II with constant
B predominates. At the exact Bragg position both solutions are equally
exci ted.

When constants A and B have been evaluated the total transmitted or
diffracted intensities at depth z in the column of crystal can be determined.

From equation (11)

0o(z) = cos'Sxp [rntr,','] 
- sin'zftxp F"t,',r]

0s(z) = si'f corft*n[a"ivt'l'] - si4 cosSxp[r'''tt',.] (r4b)

Frorn the expressions for ,(r) and y(t) f"o, equations (5) and the
relationship w = s Eg, the following equations maybe obtained:
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f-'r
0o(z) = 

[cosfln 
/Fw'z zl - icosg sin[n nF' tl I explnisz].t Es J t =g)J

09(z) = [i Sin B Sin(nfifr2 z)]exp[nisz]
gs

At the bottom of the foil, z = t, the foil thlckness, and the transmitted
intensity If = 0o 03

.'. IT = {Cos(n ff, t) - i Cos B Sin(n ryt)} exp[nist]xts E-
{Cos(n {tTi'd2 t) + i Cos B Sin(n {Ifif t)}x expt-nistl

EsEs

= Cos2(n ffiz t) + cosz B Sin2(n /ffi2 t)Es- -E-

= t - sin2(r {ffi2 t) + cosz g sin2(n y1lfr2 t)
sEg

= t - Sinz(n tffif t) sin2gT|

= t-+sin2(n'tffiztl(1+w') 
-g-

= t t+ si"["1r.'.Edr]
Eg

11 = t - fL]2 si!2($ serr)- 
tF-sJ -FTqT?I--

where Seff = (s' + Ll'lg''

and Seff * s when s >> l/Eg

(15)

i.e. n Seff ls a deviation parameter whlch becomes approximately equal to
s for large deviations from the Bragg position.
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At the bottom of the foil:

I - 11 = 1o (tne aittracted intensity) (16)

Examination of the expressions for the wave intensities indicate that
they oscillate as w or t varies. Hence bend contours are observed in a

region of crystal where there is a change in w due to buckling, and thick-
ness contours are observed where there is a variation in foil thickness.
These intensity oscillations due to variations in thickness occur with a

periodicity of Eg

tmz
At the exact Bragg angle, where w = 0, the distance between these oscilla-
tions is equal to 69 the extinction distance.

Examination of equations (tq) shows that the oscillations in intensity
arise from the slight difference in wavelength of each pair of waves com-

prising the functions 0o(z) and 9g(z). This slight difference produces the

fami I i ar ' beati ng ' phenomenon .

3.3 ANOMALOUS ABSORPTION

The expressions for the intensities 11 and Ig as they stand in
equations (tS) ana (16) do not accurately fit experimental observations of
thin foils.

It has been observed that with increasing foil thickness the thick-
ness extinction fringes become increasingly faint and often disappear com-

pletely. Similarly with stacking faults or dis'locations which pass through

the depth of the foil the depth fringes on these show a similar diminution

in intensity with depth through the foil.

This phenomenon has been described as an apparent 'loss' or absorption

of electrons due to scattering processes not considered in the elementary

dynamical theory so far reviewed. The presence of appreciable diffuse
background intensity together with the formation Kikuchi lines on the

electron diffraction pattern suggest that incoherent electron processes

are responsible for this apparent absorption phenomenon (63).
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Hashimoto, Howie & Whelan (63) have described the effect as arising
from the asynmetrical interaction of the Bloch waves with the atoms in the

crystal. The B'loch uave (2) is concentrated near more strongly absorbing

atomic centres and is therefore more strongly scattered than Bloch wave

(1) which avoids those highly absorbing sites. For crystal orientations
outside the Bragg reflecting position (w > 0) the transmitted intensity is
high because have (1) predominates (see equations (11) and (13)). For

crystal orientations inside the Bragg reflecting position (w < 0) the trans-
mitted intensity is low because the Bloch wave (Z), which undergoes strong
absorption, is more strongly excited.

It is readily seen from the above interpretation that by choosing the

value of w suitably it is possible to obtain good transmission in quite
thick foils. The technique of setting up the exact value of w experimentally
in the electron microscope is described in section 5.10.

With the more r,igorous analysis of the interaction of the electron
wave using quantum mechanics, a phenomenological treatment of incoherent

scattering can be developed by assuming the crystal to have imaginary tenns

in its mean and periodic lattice potentials. The imaginary components of
the complex potentials are assumed to give rise to absorption (63).

In the simplified physical approach described in this chapter an

equivalent representation of absorption is made by introducing complex

scattering factors so that the terms E6 and En in equations (2 a, b) are

modified:

11i
-Jr-+-Eo Eo Eo'

(17a)

( tzuland
11i
-+-+-Eg Eg Eg'

The terms Eo'and tg'are known as absorption parameters. Eo'deter-
mines the average absorption in the crystal independent of any Bragg

scattering, while Eg' determines the amount of absorption (anomalous) when

the crystal is oriented for Bragg scattering.
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3.4 THE DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS APPLIED TO A CRYSTAL CONTAINING

A DISLOCATION

The effect of an atomic displacement R due to a dislocation in the

crystal is to produce a phase change q(z) = zng.R(z) in the scattered wave

(58). The displacement R has neg'ligible effect on the forward scattered

beam (58). Equations (2) can therefore be written:

49o
dz = in Qo * ][ Ag exp (icr)

Eo eg
( 18a)

(teo1g9g. = in Oo exP (-icr') +
oz tsg

The difference in sign in the phase term arises from the change in
direction of the waves diffracted from 0g to 0s and 0s to 0g respectively.

The phase change in the scattered waves means that the resultant
amplitudes of the transmitted and diffracted beams from the imperfect

crystal will differ from those from a perfect crystal, i.e. the dislocation
is imaged by a "phase contrast" mechanism.

The effects of absorption are incorporated in equations (18 a, b) by

using the complex expressions from equations (17 a, b). Also, to enable

numerical calculations to be carried out the following transformations are

used:

oo' = oo expt#

os' = o9 expt-t, 
]exp(io)

These two transfonnations are almost identical to those used to obtain

equations (3 a, b) with the additional term exp(ia) modifying the phase of
the scattered waves. By usinE the above substitutions in order and

droppinE the primes, the equations of Howie & Whelan (SA) are obtained where

r[h- z,,s]os

d0o=
+."[h-i,']*' (tsal
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$u= "[r: tsJoo * {#, + ?ni ('* $z (s.L(zD)}og (leb)

Because of the coupling between equations (19a and 19b) 0e and 0g are both

sensitive to the z-derivative of the conponent of the displacement along g,
the vector normal to the reflecting planes.

The expressions for the displacements round a pure screw dislocation
and a pure edge dislocation in an elastically isotropic crystal have been

given by Howie et. al. (61) and Read (67) respectively. The condition for
no contrast from the dislocation (screw or edge) is obtained when the

derivative term d- (g..&(z)) in equation (19 b) is set equal to zero. For

the screw dt dislocation this occurs when the Burgers vector b lies
in the diffracting plane so that the condition

g.b = 0 (20a)

is satisfied. For an edge dislocation the 'no-contrast' condition is
obtained when equation (Zq)and the following equation:

g.bxu=0 (20b)

are simultaneously satisfied.

These no-contrast conditions simply indicate that the displacennnts
due to the dislocation are contained completely in the planes diffracting
the electrons (i.e,, these planes remain flat).

It is clear that the conditions for no contrast provide a means of
obtaining the Burgers vector of a dislocation in an isotropic crystal. An

unambiguous determination from such observations however, requires at least
two different reflections to be used in which the same dislocation is out
of contrast (Steeds (68)).

Theoretical intensity profiles of dislocations have been obtained by

integrating equations (fg) tor specific values o1 Eo'Eg and Eg' (61).

3.5 DISLOCATIONS IN CRYSTALS OF HIGH ELASTIC ANISOTROPY

l,'lith increasing departure from perfect elastic isotropy the displacements
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round a dislocation are such that in general no crystal plane remains flat.
Hencerthe above invisibility condition is no longer attainable and the

Burgers vector cannot be determined from the requirements of equations
(20 a, b). The expressions for R in the anisotropic crystal are much more

complicated (see Stroh (69)) and solving the differential equations there-
fore poses a much more difficult problem of numerical integration.

Head, Loretto and Humb'le (48, 49) have computed theoretical image pro-

files of dislocations in B-brass which is highly anisotropic. Humble (70)

subsequently investigated the influence of various degrees of anisotropy on

the character of dislocation images. His computations indicated that for
most b.c.c. metals having an elastic anisotropy less than that of $-brass
there is little difference between images computed from isotropic or aniso-
tropic elasticity provided the condition g.b I 0 is satisfied. However,for
g-brass the elastic anisotropy must be taken into account in calculating the

strain field due to a dislocation.

The results of Humble (70) however, simplify the computation of
theoretical images for a good many metals since they show that the original
isotropic displacement expressions can be usedn thus providing a reasonably

straightforward method of determining Burgers vectors by computation when

moderate departures from elastic isotropy prevent the 'no-contrast' condi-

tions from being attained.

More recently, Head (71) and Humbl e (72) have described a method of
obtaining theoretica'l images as pictures rather than profiles. This method

has the advantage of a1'lowing a direct visual comparison to be made between

the experimental and theoretical images since the important infovrnation is
generally thought to'lie in the general topology of the image rather than

in precise intensities. This comparison technique has been used in the

present investigation.

3.6 MIXED DISLOCATIONS AND CHOICE OF DIFFRACTING VECTORS

It should be remembered that the invisibility criteria used for iso-
tropic metals strictly apply only to either pure edge or pure screw dis-
locations. Dislocations of mixed character will always show some contrast
and hence a Burgers vector determination is not really possible by this means.
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Howeverrby computing the theoretical images there is no limitation
on the type of dislocation that can be identified.

Earlier, Howie et al (0f) tound that for the small diffracting vectors
norma'lly used mixed dislocations were effectively invisible if the condi-
tion g.b x u < 0.64 was satisfied. As the degree of elastic anisotropy
increased the residual contrast associated with these conditions tended to
increase also, and so the near-invisibility condition uas accepted as

corresponding to the condition g.b = 0. Thus Burgers vectors of mixed dis-
locations have conmonly been detennined from such observations. France and

Loretto (73) however, have shown that such a generalization may not provide

a reliab'le means of determining Burgers vectors. They investigated the

contrast from dislocations in cl-iron and used Head's computer technique
(71) to compare images obtained with large and small diffracting vectors
and different values of the deviation parameter w. They found that the use

of large diffracting vectors could lead to dislocations being out of con-

trast even when g.b I 0 unless the dislocations were imaged close to the

condition of w = 0. They showed that emoneous values of the Burgers vectors
of dislocations in s-iron had been obtained by Dingley and Ha'le (74) because

they had used such large diffracting vectors.

More recently Loretto and France (75) investigated the diffracting
corditions which provided reliable Burgers vector detenninations in copper.

They showed that other investigators have generally selected large values of
w with diffracting vectors as large as or larger than <311> to obtain
pleasing images of dislocations for which g.b > 2. Under such corditions
dislocations for which g.b = t L were found to be effective'ly out of con-

trast. This invisibility, they stated, could then very easily be mistaken

for the condition g.b = 0 and thus could lead to erroneous values of the

Burgers vector determinations. Loretto and France successfully overcame

this difficulty, as did Steeds(68) in an earlier investigation of disloca-
tions in copper, by using only diffracting vectors of the type <LL1> <020>

and <220>. They similarly showed that <11.0>, <200> and <211> diffracting
vectors could be safely used to determine Burgers vectors of dislocations
from invisibility observations in b.c.c. meta'ls which do not display strong
elastic anisotropy.
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In the present investigation only diffracting vectors of the type
<11D, <020> and <211> have been used.

3.7 CONTRAST AT ANTIPHASE BOUNDARIES

In the "Cs Cl" structure two types of reflections are possible. There
are the fundamental reflections which arise from the b.c.c. structure,
whether ordered or disordered, and for which h+K+t is even. There are also
the superlattice reflections (h+K+1, odd) which arise from the additional
periodicity inherent only in the ordered structure. The following structure
factors can be derived (20) tor these two types of reflections in g-brass:

Ffund = fcu+fzn

Frup = t:u-fzn

Because the atomic scattering factors for copper and zinc (f., and f.n) are
very similar in va'luerthe intensities of the superlattice reflections in
8-brass are about four orders of magnitude smaller than the fundamental
reflections (t cr f2).

The antiphase vector or displacement
copper and zinc atoms in "wrong" sites so

is produced. This vector P is defined by

P = ua+vb+

vector q, in B-brass places

that an antiphase boundary (APB)

the following:

wc

where a, b and c are the lattice vectors. In all "Cs Cl" type lattices
p = * <111>.

L

From the additional phase term involving a in equation (19) it can be

seen that contrast at APB's wil'l depend on the value of a.
Now o = 2ng.L

= ZnL.L

Also g - hu* + fU" + !,C where a* L* and c* are the
reciprocal lattice vectors.

Hence cr =

and since p =

(hu+Kv+tw)

<l,l.l.>

2n

a
z
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0 = ?r(h+K+g)

For fundamental reflections h+K+l, is always evenntherefore o = 2nn and

consequently no phase change occurs across the APB. For superlattice
reflections o = (2n+L)nrtherefore only these can revea'l APB's in the

"Cs Cl" type structure by the phase contrast mechanism.

From the expression given for the extinction distance in section 3.2

the very small value of the structure factor for the superlattice reflection
implies that the extinction distances for these superlattice ref'lections
will be large. Marcinkowski (77) gives Eg = 22,700 A for the <100> super-

]attice reflection in B-brass (c.f. Eg = 453A for the <200> fundamental

reflection (a8)). Extinction contrast will therefore not be observed at
APB's in B-brass. Marcinkowski (77) has calculated the maximum intensity
difference across an APB in B-brass. For a foil thickness of 1000 A and

using a <100> reflection he found this intensity variation to be 0.019. He

therefore concluded that contrast at APB's in B-brass would most likely not

be discernible.

Cupchalk and Brown (122)have reported the observation of APB's in
quenched foils of B-brass. They observed contrast only with certain <211>

reflections (i.e. fundamenta'l reflections) and claimed that the APB's gave

rise to slight displacements in the lattice and these displacements dis-
torted these <?lL> planes.
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CHAPTER 4

OUTLINE OF EXPERIMENTAL PROGMMME

The aim of the present investigation was to gain an understanding

of the mechanisms of deformation of B-brass single crystals when subjected
to static and dynamic compressive loading at room temperature.

The work is an extension of the comprehensive investigation caried
out by Ferguson (7). fne folloling were examined in considerable detail:

(l) The macroscopic slip behaviour.
(2) Yield behaviour.
( 3) I'lork hardeni ng rates .

(4) Substructural changes.

A close examination of Ferguson's results (7) indicated that
considerable scatter occurred between tests of the same crystal under

a given set of testing conditions. An orientation was therefore required

which manifested as great a difference as possible in its response under

static and dynamic loading. A series of exploratory tests was therefore
carried out on a number of single crystals of different orientations to

detennine which gave the greatest difference in behaviour.

A series of tension tests was also camied out at strain-rates
internrediate between those used by Ferguson. A hydraulically operated

testing machine (the original design of which was described by Briggs(2411

was modified to enable single crystal specimens having a gauge length of
1.0 in. to be deformed in tension to a predetermined strain. This

testing technique was admirably suited to the intended subsequent elec-
tron microscopy, since many sections could be obtained from a single
test specimen. However, it was soon discovered that the maximum strain-
rate obtainable with tlris testing device (approximately 20 sec-t) did

not produce the large difference in response that Ferguson observed in
going from strain rates of l0-a sec-l to rates in excess of 103 sec-l.
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Hence, this testing technique could not be adopted in the present invest-
i gati on .

Statically and dynamically deformed crystals wene examined using
optical and x-ray techniques to determine the macroscopic slip behaviour.
Thin foils were subsequently prepared frcm the deformed crystals for
examination by transmission electron microscopy.

A preliminary study of the types of dislocations present in deformed
polycrystalline beta-brass y{as carried out in order to obtain a background

knowledge of the alloy. A library of positively identified dislocation
types was accumulated in this preliminary work and much of this was used

in the interpretation of structures observed in the single crystal
progranTne.

The analysis of the Burgers vectors of dislocations required the
use of stereographic techniques and also the computation of theoretical
disl ocation mi crographs.

A series of reload tests similar to those performed by Ferguson (7)
wene camied out. A detailed analysis of the load-reload slip behaviour
was made together with some substructural investigations using transniss-
ion electron microscopy.
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

5.I GROWING OF g-BMSS SINGLE CRYSTALS

A Bridgman technique almost identical to that described by Ferguson (7)
was employed to grow the crystals used in the present investigation.

The alloys were prepared from tough pitch copper and electrolytic
zinc of purities 99.9 and 99.99 pct respectively. The composition selec-
ted for each crystal was 51.5 wt pct copper. The crystals were gronn in
evacuated vitreosil tubes at a growth rate of 1.8 in./hr, and with a

furnace temperature of 10000C. After an initial pass each crystal was

removed from its mould, resealed in a clean mould and then regrown in an

inverted position. This second growth ensured maximum composition
homogeneity along the length of each crystal. The diannter of the
crystals varied from 0.180 in. to 0.190 in. depending on the precise
dimensions of the vitreosil moulds. Most crystals were grown in lengths
of up to l0 in.

The orientation of crystals grown in this way is virtually random.

A number of crystals was gro'rn and the orientations of their axes were
determined by the standard Laue x-ray back reflection nethod. From

these orientations t}rree were selected for preliminary testing.

The object of this preliminary test programme was to select an

orientation which gave as large a difference as possible in its response
to static and dynamic loading. An orientation favouring single-slip
was thought to be desirable because a primary aim of the project was to
comelate the observed slip behaviour with the resulting dislocation
substructures. A complex s'lip mode would render the problem more diffi-
cult to solve.

FiS. 5.1(a) shots the orientations of the three crystals selected,
together with the theoretical subdivision of the standard triangle for



Fig. 5.t .(a) oficntatlod6 of three ery3tals
selested for prellminary. testing.
ntegretlml subdlvlsion of, staniiad
tri.angle ls also shqrin..

4.0 6.0 8.0 r0,o t2.0 14,0 15.0 lg.0
$nArii FcT.

Fig,. 5.1 {t) S.t"atic (As,88,05} and dynam,ic $" BD,'90} sLjdds./s:ttrailr_r curves frorn prclfmfnafy t sts.

Flg. 5,1 (e) sholing srlentatlon seltteramgng
ttie four erysta.lls seeded ft'onr
C"rry6ta1 A.
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{ll0}<lll> and i2ll}<lll> slip in the b.c.c. structure. This sub-
division assumes that the critical resolved shear stress for slip along
<lll> on both izll] and {lt0i is the sane (79). This assumption
is unlikely to be very precise because of the high degree of elastic
anisotropy of B-brass, and also because the superdislocations separate
to different amounts on the {2ll} and {ll0} planes owing to the
difference in antiphase boundary energy on these two planes (g0).

Fig. 5.1(b) presents the resurts of the preliminary static and
dynamic tests on these orientations (the method of obtaining the stress/
strain curves is discussed in section 5.6 ). It can be seen from these
curves that only the crystal having orientation A gave a large difference
in response in the static and dynamic tests. This orientation was there-
from chosen for all subsequent deformation studies carried out in the
present investigation. The ensuing experiments, results and discussion
therefore refer to orientation A in fig. 5.1(a) unless othenvise stated.

5.1.2 Reseeding Technique

Seed crystals approximately lls in. long were cut from the original
crystal of orientation A by spark erosion (see section 5.4). Each seed,
together with another long length of alloy,was placed in a length of
vitreosil tubing, evacuated to about 0.05 rm. of Hg and sealed. A

chromel-alumel thermocouple was secured with fine heat-resistant stainless-
steel wire to the outside of the tube and positioned such that the therrno-
couple iunction was about t in. belov the interface between the lower seed
and the upper length of alloy. The vitreosil mould and attached thermo-
couple were placed inside a mullite tube and positioned in the furnace
with the seed well belov the hot zone. The thermocouple leads were then
connected to a potentiometer and the furnace brought slolly up to the
growing temperature. The mullite tube was raised slonly until the thenno-
couple registered a temperature of about B70oC (the approximate melting
point of the alloy). The normal growing procedure was then commenced.

The four crystals gro{n by this nethod were designated A1, A2, A3

and AO. Their precise orientations are plotted in fig. 5.1(c).
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5.2 COMPOSITION OF CRYSTALS

The copper contents in the four crystals were detevmined by a

standard electrolytic technique. solution copper residues were

determined by Atomic Absorption spectrophotometry. Less than 0.1 p.p.m.
of zinc was found in the copper deposits. The copper contents of the
specimens analysed are given in table 5.1. Two specimens taken from
opposite ends of crystal A, were analysed in order to detennine the
variation in composition along its length. This variation was shown

to be negligible.

TABLE 5.I

Copper Contents of B-brass Crystals

Microanalyses of the four crystals were also
Absorption Spectrophotometry. The impurity
in Appendix l.l

Copper wt pct
IEo'T-s p=il

52.31

51.42

5l .41

51.60

51.76

carried out using Atomic

levels detected are shorn

Crystal

A.l
4.2

4.2
4.3
4.4

Specimen No

t4
I

23

12

7

5.3 AS.GROWN DISLOCATION DENSITIES

The as-grown dislocation density in one of the single crystals was

detennined by a standard etch-figure technique (81) in which the number

of etch pits in a given area of crystal surface was measured. A

technique devised by Bassi and Hugo (az) was used to reveal the pits in
the B-brass crystals.

Figs. 5.2(a) and (b) show micrographs of etch figures obtained frorn
two separately prepared surfaces of a length of crystal. As well as the
large obvious pits there was a high density of much smaller pits. The



Flg. 5.2 (a) Etch plt figure fron B-brrss
single crystal,

Flg. 5,2 (c) Exdnple of circular rings of
etch pits observed on stngle
crystals.

Flg. 5.2 (b) Etch plt flgurr frdn t-br$r
slngle crystal.

Etch plt flgurc 3horlng axtcnt
of drmrge resultlng frrm spark-
mrchlnl ng.

s.2 (a-d)

Ftg.5.2 (d)
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origin of these latter pits is not known, but one possible explanation
is that they result from attack of impurity precipitates. counts were
made over 3000 ppz areas represented by figs. 5.2(a) and 5.2(b).
counts on the background pits were omitted. The dislocation densities
obtained from the counts were g x 1ge/qmz and 5 x 1g6/gmz respectively.

A number of almost circular rings of etch pits were also observed on
these surfaces and an example of one such ring is shown in fig. s.z(c).
Their origin is not knovn.

5.4 SPARK EROSION CUTTING

The g-brass crystals were cut by spark erosion to minimise damage
to the as-gro$rn structure. Ferguson (7) has described in detair the
construction and operation of the machine used in the prcsent work. The
only modification made to the apparatus originally described, to suit the
requirements of the present investigation, was the replacement of the
flat strip electrode with a continuously fed hard-drawn copper wire 0.007
in. diameter. This modification provided an electrode of constant
dimensions and enabled very accurate cuts to be made. A photograph of
this device is shown in fig. S.6(c).

It is well established that spark erosion does inject dislocations
into the region of metal adjacent to that being eroded. Sestak and
Libovicky (84) observed damage from spark-erosion in siticon iron to
depths of up to 50 pm, while Hazzeldine (g5) observed damage to a depth
of about 0.3 rm in copper, which is much softer than silicon iron.

Some local damage was expected in the B_brass crystals. In order
to establish the extent of this damage a short length of crystal was
prepared as for the above etch-pit counts, but before etching a spark
erosion cut was made across the prepared surface to a depth of about 0.01
in. The length of crystal was then re-e'lectropolished for about I min.
to remove the tarnish formed on the surface in the region of the cut
resulting from the sparking action. This very short interval of electro-
polishing removed less than 0.0005 in. of nretal. The polished surface
was then etched in the normal manner to produce the etch pits. Fig.
5.2(d) shows a portion of the crystal surface in the region of the cut.
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The higher density of pits
gives an indication of the
affect a depth of not more

aligned approximately
extent of damager dld
than about 0.001 in.

parallel to the cut edge

this was estimated to
(= 25 prn).

5.5 PREPAMTION OF TEST SPECIMENS

The single crystals were prepared for testing in the folloving manner:

l. The as-grown crystals were electropolished for about 15 min. in
60 pct aqueous orthophosphoric acid solution (86) at 1.7 volts.
This treatment produced an opticalry smooth surface.

2. short lengths of between 0.200 in. and 0.zzo in. were cut by
spark erosion from each crystal.

3. About 0.001 in. was removed from the cut ends of each length by
gently honing with a 600 grade dry emery stone. This was follovled
by another stage of electropolishing as in (l) until a further
0.001 in. was removed from each specimen end.

The above procedure provided
surfaces urere smooth enough

paral lel-ended compression specirnns whose
to enable slip trace observations to be made.

ei ther
carried

5.6 MECHANICAL TESTING

The single crystar specimens were compnessed uniaxiarly by
static or dynamic loading at room temperature. The tests were
out at nominally constant strain rates of 1.5 x lO-a sec-r and
3.5 x 103 sec-l for static and dynamic roading respectivery.

5.6. I Static Tests

An Instron testing machine, either a model TT-D (using a GR load
cell), or a model TT-C (using a CD load cell) was used for static testing.
The specimen ends were lubricated with petroleum jelly, this being selec-
ted because its viscous properties were required in the dynamic tests.
It was considered that uniformity of end face lubricants between both
types of tests was desirable even if the selected lubricant had a
viscosity somarhat higher than one which might othenrise have been selec-
ted. A crosshead speed of 0.ooz in./nin. was used and all load-exten-
sion curves were recorded autographically. The curves were corrected for
machine deflection.
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5 .6.2 Dynami c Tes ts

The split Hopkinson-bar testing technique (87) was used to caryy out
the dynamic compression tests. Details of the construction and operation
of the tester used in the present work have been described by McGill (gB).

The present programme called for the examination of dislocation sub-
structures and surface slip markings after compressive loading. Since
neither is able to be elucidated at very large strains a method of limiting
the amount of strain was required. In the static experiments this pres-
ented no problem as the cnrsshead movement was tenninated irmediately a
predetermined extension was reached,as indicated on the autographic record-
er' In the split Hopkinson-bar experiment however, the amount of strain
induced in the specimen is a function only of the strength of the specimen
and the level of the input stress pulse, The term'strength, used here
refers to the load bearing ability of the specfmen and is therefore a
function of the flow stress of the specimen and also the specirnn diam-
eter with respect to the elastic bar diannters. With the bin. diameter
elastic bars used in the present work the B-brass specimens were deformed
to well over 50 pct strain when tested using a drop height of 14 feet.

The amount of strain in the dynamic experiment was limited by insert-
ing a hollow hardened steel cylindrical spacer over the specimen and
between the input and output bars. This spacer, being shorter than the
initial gauge length of the specimen relieved the loading on the specimen
once the specimen had been defonned to a length equal to that of the spac-
er' By varying the length of the specimen predetermined strains could
be obtained.

Initially the limited strain tests were carried out by fastening the
spacer to the lo$,er bar with tape, lubricating the specimen ends with
petroleum jelly and then positioning the specimen concentric within the
spacer on the lower bar. This assembly was then placed in the tester in
contact with the upper elastic bar. Invariably during the test the
specimen would jump srightry in the spacer after the first impactwhen
the bars separated. Each time the weight dropped again after rebounding,
the input bar would strike the specimen. These subsequent impacts were
generally non-ax'ial, as indicated by a slight rounding of the ends of the
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specimen. This could not be tolerated.

One attempt to overcome this problem was to solder a small wire
loop to the side of the spacer, attach to this a rubber band and a length
of cord. The spacer was then lightly taped to the lot,,rer bar and the
specimen repositioned as before. At the precise moment of impact the
cord was given a sharp pull and inmediately the bars separated the
spacer and specimen were drawn clear. This method often worked but
its success relied on the good timing of the experimenter. The specimen
surfaces were often scratched as a result of this rather vigorous retrival
technique.

Subsequent'ly a method was devised which yielded consisten6y good
results. The procedure is shown schematically in fig. 5.3. The spacer
was taped securely to the lower bar and the cavity inside the spacer filled
with petroleum ielly. The specimen to be tested was placed inside the spa-
cer and the jelly removed to about one half the depth of the spacer. This
amount of jelly held the specimen firmly in position and at the same time
left an air gap large enough to prevent any build-up of pressure during
loading. Finally the upper and lower bars, and the spacer-specimen
assembly were all taped together to prevent any separation from occurring.
l'lith this arrangement the specimens were always retr:ived with faces
parallel, and tJre polished surfaces scratch-free.

McGill (88) has calibrated the tester for velocity of deformation
as a function of the weight drop height. All dynamic tests were carried
out using a drop height of '14 ft which gave a velocity of deformation of
712 in. sec-l.

The output signals from the elastic bars were generated with philips
PR9850 type semi-conductor strain gauges. The circuitry used for recor-
ding the output signals has been described elsewhere (7).

5.6.3 Dynamic Stress/Strain Curves

Ferguson (7) has described tjre complete analyses for an elastic wave
propogating down through the input elastic bar, specimen and output bar,
taking full account of the reflections occuming at the various interfaces.



Fig. 5.3

0,25 in.
r----_=--

Illustrating rnethod used for liniting strains in
dynami c tests .
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However, for the dynamic tests performed in tlre present work such

an analysis was considered both unnecessary and impracticable. Fig.
5.a(a) is a set of input and output traces for dynamic test A.l.l. It
can be seen that the level of stress in the input bar is very much

greater than that in the output bar. The specimen strength is low and

the stress transmitted by the specimen into the output bar is correspon-
dingly very small compared to the input stress in the input bar. Hence

most of the stress is reflected at the lower face of the input bar.
This is indicated by the fact that the portion of the input trace rep-
resenting the unloading of the input bar by the reflected wave drops

back almost to zero. The output trace is a good approximation of the
stress in the specimen. By correctly phasing the two traces (see fig.
5.4(b)) tnen integrating the input trace over small intervals of time
and measuring the load levels on the output trace at identical tinre
intervals, a stress/strain curve for the specimen can be obtained (see

fig. 5.a(c)). The variation in strain-rate during the test is determined
from the change in the level of stress of the input wave throughout the
test duration. The absolute strain rate is calculated from the following
relationship:

particle velocity in bar V = C.p

sonic velocity in bar

densi ty of bar.p=

It can be seen from fig 5.4(b) that the strain rate is approximately
constant over the work-hardening portion of the stress/strain curve.

0n all of the output traces from the g-brass single crystal specimens

tested using a drop height of 14 ft., oscillations wene observed immediat-
ely folloving the yield drop. These oscillations had disappeared by

about 6 pct strain, but their presence prevented an accurate stress/strain
curve from being obtained for the early stages of deformation. Ferguson
(7) when testing g-brass crystals with diameters close to that of the
elastic bars (a in.; did not observe such oscillations. Hence it was

initially thought that the oscillations arose as a result of the much

smaller diameter specimens (0.180 to 0.190 in.) used in the present work.
Horlever, this explanation proved to be incorrect after some poly-

where c =
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Fig.5.4 (a) Typical set of input (lower) and
output (upper) traces from dynamic
test.

Fig. 5.4 (b) Traces from (a) correctly phased
for analysis.
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traces obtained from dynamic test
0f polycrystal I i ne d-brass specimen.

Fi9. 5.5 (b) Shoring output trace (fu.ll curve)
approximated from oriqinal trace
(dorted) shown in ft9.5.4 (b)
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crystalline g-brass specimens of identical dimensions were tested.
These exhibited no oscillations, and the traces from one of these tests
are shown in fig. 5.5(a). McGill (sB) tested polycrystalline copper
specimens l/8 in. in diameter on the same testing machine and obtained
traces free of osciilations. Neither the porycrystailine B-brass
specimens nor McGilli copper specimens produces yierd drops. A
probable explanation for the oscillations is that they arise frorn a
combination of the large yield drops and the particular specimen diameter
used.

In fig. 5.5(b) the output trace in fig. s.a(b) is shown reprotted
(dotted) together with an approximate curve obtained by extrapolating
back from the smooth high-strain region through the region of oscillat-
ions. The normal procedure for obtaining the stress/strain curve was
then camied out using this approximated output trace. The lcny-strain
behaviour of crystals tested tJrroughout the prograrme was characterized
in this manner.

The primary aim of the investigation was to examine the substructur-
al changes and slip line development resulting from u,ro widely different
loading rates. Pruvided that the mechanical properties of the crystals
can be consistently described by separate high strain curves, the limited
accuracy of the individua'l low-strain tests does not represent a serious
di ffi cu I ty.

5.6.4 Interrupted Tests

A series of interrupted compression tests was conducted on a nunber
of specimens to investigate more fully the mechanisms of static and
dynamic slip. In this text the first stage of loading is termed
'preload'; the second stage (after interruption) is termed 'reload,.
The following was the test sequence:-

l. Preload either staticaily or dynamically to a given strain.
2. Determine slip system operative during preload.
3. Remove traces resulting from preload by e'lectropolishing.
4. Reload either staticaily or dynamically to a given strain.
5. Determine slip system operative during reload.
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The time elapsing between preloading and reloading was 4 hours unless

otheruise stated. The influence of this period of aging on the crystal
behaviour during reloading is discussed in section 7.3.1. The high-
strain dynamic curves were required for the analysis of the interrupted
tests. Any departure from this procedure is stated when the relevant
results are presented.

5.7 DETERMINATION OF OPEMTIVE SLIP SYSTEMS

The slip planes of the deformed single crystal specimens were

determined by a combination of optical and x-ray techniques.

The deformed specinens were cleaned thoroughly in trichlorethylene
to remove all traces of petroleum jelly and then fastened axially to
I x l/8 in, diameter brass mandrels with Philips PR9244/04 rapid-harden-
ing cement. This mandrel was gripped in the collet of a specially
designed goniometer. This goniometer consisted of two orthogonal axes

which enabled the specimen to be rotated about its axis and also about

an axis at right-angles to this. The design of the goniometer was

such that it could be:-

l. Mounted, yoke only, on the inverted stage of a Reichert
(model Me F2) optical microscope fitted with Nomarski contrast
(see fis. 5.6(a)).

2. Mounted on the rack of a Philips (P.l'I. 1008) x-ray generator

to enable Laue x-ray photographs to be obtained from the

specimen (see fig. 5.6(b)).

3. Positioned on the horizontal bed of the spark erosion machine

(see fis. 5.6(c)).

In position I the specimen was rotated about its axis until slip traces
were observed in their approximate 0o position. Fig. 5.7 shows

schematically the notation used to define the various positions of the

traces on the specimen surface. A Laue photograph was then obtained

from the specimen with this approximate 0o position normal to the
incident x-ray beam. The stereographic projection obtained from the
Laue photograph was then examined for poles of obvious slip planes
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5.8

lying close to the N-s great cir:cle. Identification of these poles
was confirmed by re-examining the traces in their 90o position in the
optical microscope. The angre o (see fig. s.7) which the slip
p'lanes made with the specimen axis was checked with the corresponding
angle on the stereographic projection.

The above procedure was suitable for the analysis of traces which
could readily be seen in their 00 and 900 positions. some traces
however, were difficult to see in their 9oo positions. The angle o

was therefore obtained by measuring the angle e, which the traces
made with the specimen axis at sorn angle y (1 less than 900 and
generally chosen as 45o). From solid geonetry cot d = cot 0, cos y

THIN FOIL PREPAMTION

Thin foil specimens suitabre for examination by transmission
electron microscopy were prepared from:-

I . 1i ghtly defonred polycrys tal I i ne g-brass
?. statically and dynamically deformed single crystals of B-brass.

5.8.1 Polycrystalline Thin Foils

The polycrystalline material was initially in the form of annealed
strip approximately 0.003 in. x 0.125 in. x 2 in. in size. This strip
was lightly deformed by bending it round a % in. diarneter rod and re_
s trai ghteni ng.

A small pyrex beaker of erectroryte consisting of a l:2 nitric
acid/methanol solution was immersed in a larger dish of liquid nitrogen
until the electrolyte began to freeze. The beaker was then removed
from the coolant and the electrolyte allowed to rise slight'ly in
temperature. The strip of B-brass (anode) was dipped into this
solution to a depth of about I in. and electropolishing commenced at a
potential of about 10 volts. The cathode was a stainless steel strip.
The temperature of the electrolyte was allowed to rise until a polishing
current of about 0.5 amp. (= 2.5 amp/sq.in.) was reached. Witlr time,
brief intervals of recooling were necessary to limit the current to this
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value. The strip was gently agitated vertically during the operation
to prevent localized rwater-line' attack. After about 10 minutes good

thinning was evident by the detection of a faint "f1zzing" sound, this
being accompanied by the evolution of a fine stream of bubbles from local
regions of the specimen surface. This evolution of gas is most likely
caused by vigorous anodic reactions occurring at thin reactive sites on

the strip. The strip was then thoroughly washed in a stream of methanol.

Electropolishing was then continued in a similar manner but with an

electrolyte of the following composition:-

25 g Chromium trioxide
133 ml Glacial acetic acid
40 ml Disti'lled water.

A potential of about 8 volts was used with the electrolyte held at a

temperature of about 00C. This final polish was continued for about

30 seconds and served to produce a very clean foil surface. The strip
was then washed in distilled water and finally in "analar" grade methanol.

Small sections were then removed from the strip by sandwiching it
between two sheets of lens tissue, placing the whole on a glass sheet

and making a vertical cut with a sharp razor blade. These samples were

then carefully mounted between two 3 mm 75 mesh copper grids in the

electron microscope specimen holder.

5.8.2 Single Crystal Foils

The following steps were required in the preparation of foils from

the deformed single crystals:-

l.
2.

3.

4.

An oriented slice was cut from the specimen by spark erosion.
A small disc was cut from the slice.
A double-concave profile was produced on this disc by electro-

polishing.
This double-concave disc was finally electropolished until a

minute perforation was produced in its centre.
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l. The specimen was first oriented using the stereographic projection.
slices were then cut by mounting the goniometer assembly on the
bed of the spark erosion machine at the appropriate angle (see
fig. 5.6(c)). The short length of the specimen allowed only trvo
slices to be taken. Additional slices would have included
deformed metal close to the specimen ends, where end constraints
are severe. Complicated substructural changes not representative
of the bulk crystal would be present in such slices.

2.

The slices were 0.025 in. thick
for handling purposes, and also
by the spark erosion process.

so as to provide enough strength
to incorporate a matrix not damaged

A disc 3 nm diameter was then cut from the slice produced in (l)
by means of a tubular-brass spark erosion tool. This tool had
internal and external diameters of 0.125 and 0.135 respectively.
The slice from (l) is shown in fig. 5.6(d) in the position ready
for cutting by the tubular cutting tool.

The disc fnom (2) was then mounted in a special electrolytic
dimpling apparatus. The essentiar features of this apparatus
are shown schematically in fig. 5.8. A flow of electrolyte (s0
percent aqueous orthophosporic acid so]ution) was directed in
turn on to first one side and then the other of the small disc
specimen through the vertical stainless steel tubular cathode.
The voltage and vertical position of the cathode were adjusted
so that a shallo,'r concave profile was produced on each side of
the disc. Before profiling the discs cut from the defonred
single crystals, a series of calibration runs was camied out on
discs of identical dimensions and composition. From these runs
the polishing tinre per side was adjusted so that the total time
of polishing was about 10 seconds ress than that required to
produce perforation.

The profiled disc from (3) was held in platinum-tipped tweezers
and electropolished using the same conditions as described for
the first polishing operation in section 5.9.1. considerable

3.

4.
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care was required in this final stage of electropolishing as the
shallow profile produced a very acute wedge of foil imnndiately
perforation occumed. This thin region of foil round the edges
of the perforation very rapidry disappeared with continued
polishing. A nunber of rather elaborate techniques have been
devised by other workers (89-94) to enable the polishing curent
to be interrupted inmediately the perforation appears. However,
in the present investigation it was found that if the specimen was
polished for a few seconds, withdrawn and examined against a well
illuminated background, and this procedure repeated the specirnn
could be withdrawn and washed in methanol very soon after the
precise moment of perforation. After some experience good quality
foils were obtained almost every time. The perforated disc was
mounted directly in the specimen holder of the electron micrsocooe.

The foils were examined under two-beam conditions in either a philips
EM 200 or Philips EM 300 electron microscope operating at 100 KV. A +
30o double-tilt specimen holder was used with fu'll anticontamination to
manipulate the foils in the microscope column.

5.9.'l Two-Beam Condition

The'two-beam' condition in the electron microscope is set up by
tilting the specimen while simultaneously observing the selected area
diffraction pattern obtained from this specimen. The specimen is tilted
so that only one set of crystal planes is close to the Bragg reflecting
position. Under these conditions only b,ro strong spots, the direct or
transmitted beam and the diffracted beam form the diffraction pattern.

True two-beam conditions can be obtained only with crystallographic-
ally flat foils. Any area of foil damaged after thinning can be readily
detected by the presence of buckle or bend contours in the specinen image
(see section 3.2). It is impossible to set up a precise bvo-beam
condition from such areas as the damaged crystal gives rise to a range of
di fferent diffracting condi tions.
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5.IO ANALYSIS OF IMAGE AND DIFFMCTION PATTERN

A primary aim of tfie electron microscope studies was to investigate
the configurations of dislocations in the foils and to determine their
Burgers vectors. The information that could be obtained from the
electron microscope directly or indirectly, consisted of the following:-

direction of the incident beam in the foil.
diffracting vector.
foi I normal .

direction along dislocation line.
deviation from the exact Bragg position.
foil thickness.

Superimposed upon a diffraction pattern is a complicated structure
of Kikuchi lines (see Hirsch et al (64) and Dyson et ar (95) for a

description of the origin of Kikuchi lines). When the crystal is tilted
in the electron microscope the Kikuchi lines move as though rigidly fixed
to the crystal. Hence their direction and magnitude of movement give
the change in orientation of the crystal with great accuracy. The

method of indexing Kikuchi lines is described by Wilman (S01.

The methods of determining the quantities above wilr now be

discussed in turn.

Beam Direction Bm

An analysis of the Kikuchi lines and diffraction spots on a diff-
raction pattern gives the electron beam direction through the foil.
Usually a beam direction coincident with a major symmetry direction in
the crystal is required.

By tilting the foil, the Kikuchi lines can be fo'llowed along by

the observer unti'l a major symmetry pattern is encountered. Each set
of Kikuchi lines is associated with a particular set of crystal planes.
Therefore by tilting along these Kikuchi lines high syrmetry zones or
beam directions can be reached when different Kikuchi line pairs inter-
sect. Fig. 5.9(a) is a portion of the standard tbotl projection for

Bm
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the cubic structure with the six most densely popu'lated
lattice or diffraction patterns for the b.c.c. crystal.
ship of the Kikuchi lines to these patterns is indicated

reci pnocal

The relation-
approximately.

After some experience with tilting it was possible to discover very
quickly where the crystal orientation was in relation to the poles of
the stereographic triangle. For exampre the diffraction pattern in
Fig. 5.9(b) represents a crystal orientation tilted slightly off the
precise <0ll> beam direction (note that the Kikuchi lines converge on
the precise <0ll> direction). The angular off-set of the beam direc-
tion from the centre of the reciprocal lattice pattern is obtained by
direct npasurement on the diffraction pattern (see appendix 1.2). This
off-set is expressed as say 0o from <0ll> along the <020> Kikuchi line
pair towards the <001> pole.

Diffracting Vector g

Each spot on the diffraction pattern represents a diffracting
vector g. The vector can be indexed nominally, either by direct
measurement of interspot angles and distances, or by comparison with
known indexed diffraction patterns (64, 95), Holrever, when a tilting
sequence is carried out on a particular foil, all patterns must be
crystallographically consistent with each other. The folloning steps
should therefore be followed:-

l. A map is drawn during tJre tilting sequence noting directions of
movement along Kikuchi lines and the types of pattern obtained.

2. One of the diffraction patterns (generally ttre first) in the
sequence is then indexed from the standard sterographic
projection and from a set of standard indexed patterns.
This is always done in such a way that all other diffraction
patterns subsequenily indexed relative to this first pattern
are located on the front side of the standard projection.
This simply avoided comprications of using directions on the
reverse side of the projection. when a certain diffraction
pattern is obtained the foil is normally tilted slightly about
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this pattern so as to set up 'two-beam, conditions in turn for
some or all of the low order reflections in the pattern (i.e.
g's of the type <ll0>, <200> and <21'l> in b.c.c.). small tilt
adjustments are made so that each diffracted spot together with
the central transmitted spot is in turn strongly excited to
produce a two-beam condition. A two-beam condition set up with
a <002> 9 is shown in fig. S.9(b).

Deviation from Bragg Condition w

The most pleasing images of dislocations are obtained using two-
beam conditions when the diffracting planes lie just outside the exact
Bragg reflecting position (i.e. w > 0, see section 6.5).

This positive deviation of the planes from the exact reflecting
position is achieved by tilting the foil so that the ,excess, Kikuchi
line of the first order diffraction spot just clips this spot on the
side furthest from the central transmitted spot. This also implies
that the corresponding 'defect' Kikuchi line similarity c'lips the
central spot on the side nearest to the first order diffracted spot.
Fig. 5.10 illustrates schematically the positions of the Kikuchi lines
for the conditions w > 0 (see also Fig. 5.9(b)), w = 0, w < 0.
In appendix 1.3 the method of determining the precise value of w

from the diffraction pattern is described.

Dislocation Line direction

The direction u along which a dislocation ries in a foil can be

obtained from a single image-diffraction pattern pair only if the
dislocation lies at right angles to the beam direction. This situation
is achieved with foils prepared from slices cut parallel to the operative
slip planes of the single crystals. However, in the general case where
the dislocation lies at some angle less than 90o to the beam direction
only the direction projected on to the reciprocal lattice plane (i.e.
diffraction pattern) can be obtained. The situation is further
comp'licated when the beam direction is not coincident with the normal

to the reciprocal lattice plane. This is necessarily the case for the
high syrnmetry orientations where other sets of planes are close to their

u
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respective reflecting positions when the beam direction and reciprocal
lattice normal are coincident, or nearly so. The two-beam condition
for these orientations can be set up only by gross tilting away from
the exact symmetry orientation so that the Ewald sphere cuts only the
reciprocal lattice point of interest. The diffraction pattern in fig.
5.9(b) is an example of this "backing off" from the precise <ll0>
synrnetry orientation to enable a two-beam condition with a <200>

diffracting vector to be obtained.

To determine u accurately the dislocation must be viewed in two,
and preferably three quite different beam orientations. The pair of
dislocation in fig. 5.11 (a-c) has been imaged using three different
beam orientations. The diffraction patterns, indicating the precise
crystallographic conditions, are also shown positioned with respect to
their images with full account taken of the rotation from image to
diffraction pattern position (Hirsch et al (64)). A map showing the
tilt movements is shown in fig. 5.12(b). The only precise direction
on each diffraction pattern is that given by the diffracting vector g.
The other faint spots represent planes oriented away from their Bragg

positions and these therefore give approximate directions only.

The direction g and one other approximate direction from each

pattern are transfemed to the respective images, and the projected
direction u' along which the parallel pair lie is ncasured with respect
to these two directions for the three different cases. A precise angle

measurement is taken from g and an approximate measurennnt from the
other direction. These values are listed in Table 5.2.
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TABLE 5.2

Data for Detdrmining Direction of DiSlocation
l-ine u in Fig;5:ll

(a)

Beam direction Bm
4%o off
towards

riir r
tl l0l

40 off tQilr
towards tl I ll t0l2l

Angle of u' from g 900 360 520

Angle of u' from other
approximate direction 300 540 130

The beam orientations together witlr their respective zones are then
plotted on the standard projection (see fig. s.lz(a)). The projected
directions u' of the dislocation pair are also plotted on these zones and

then great circle loci drawn from these through the respective beam

orientations. The intersection of these three great circles gives the
true direction u in the foil along which the dislocation pair lie.

By performing a similar analysis on the projected trace direction V'

ioining the points of intersection of each dislocation with one surface
of the foil, the trace direction V, can be obtained. The plane contain-
ing both g and the trace direction v, represents their comnon plane.
The dislocation pair in fig. 5.ll therefore lie nearly parallel to tllll
i n the cormon (OT t 1 p'l ane

Foil Normal Fn

The direction normal to the foil surface is determined by inspection
of the diffraction pattern with the foil at zero tilt.
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Foil Thickness t
The foil thickness is determined by counting the number of extinct-

ion fringes or 'blobs' on dislocations imaged under two-beam conditions,
and which slope through the complete depth of the foil. The distance
between succession extinction 'blobs' is equal to the extinction distance
Eg for the operating reflection. For the three diffracting vectors used
in the present investigation their extinction distances are as follows:

o

Eg (A) B-brassd | >J !"' Fil | (Ref.48)

ll0 | 312

200 I 453

211 I Sst

The above values for gg are for w = 0. It was shown in section
3.2 that these vectors have to be corrected for crysta'ls orientated in
the deviated conditions. An emor of about l0 percent in the determin-
ation of foil thickness is introduced with a <llOt gand a deviation of
w = 0.5 if the extinction distance is not corrected for w, It is unlikely,
however, that the number of extinction fringes on a dislocation can be
counted to an accuracy ofogreater than !\ a fringe. This means that for
a foil of thickness 2000 A, ifodetermined using a <ll0> g, tie limits of
accuracy would be about + 250 A.

5.II DISLOCATION DENSITY MEASUREMENTS IN DEFORMED CRYSTALS

The density of dislocations in the deformed crystals were determined
from the thin foils using a technique described by Shtremel and Belykov
(97). The number of intercepts which the dislocations made with the top
and bottom surfaces of the thin foil were counted and then halved to give
the dislocation density. In the present investigation (001) s'lices were
used as the dislocations in such sections all sloped through tfie foil.
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counts were made on eight different randomly selected 'l umZ areas in
each foi l.

5." IMACE MATCHING

The Burgers vectors of disrocations observed in both the poly-
crystalline foils and the foils prepared from single crystals were
detennined by comparing the experimental and theoretically computed
images. Images obtained in the electron microscope using a nunber of
different diffracting conditions, were compared with theoretical images
which were computed using the experimentally derived data (g, u, Bm,

Fnn w, t) discussed in the previous section. The Burgers vector, being
the unknown but required data, was guessed for each theoretical calculat_
ion. Its correct value was confirmed by the good match between the
experimental and computed images.

The computer progranrne used to generate the theoretical images was
either one of the original programrrns developed by Head (71) anA Humble
(72) and run on a cDC 3600 computer, or a transcription of one of the
above programmes and run on an IBM 350 128 K computer. The theoretical
images were produced using the half-tone principle. Different size dots
produced by the computer line printer comespond to different electron
intensities.
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CHAPTER 6

THE OBSERVATION OF DISLOCATIONS IN g-BMSS

6. I GENERAL

This chapter describes the results of a preliminary investigation of
B-brass thin foils by transmission electron microscopy, aimed at identifying
dislocations cormonly observed in this material, A technique of comparing
experirnental and theoretical images has been used to make positive identi-
fication of the Burgers vectors of the dislocations. The effect of
different diffracting conditions on the character of the dislocation images
is discussed. The results of this chapter provide interpretive information
required in chapter 8, in which micrographs of thin foils taken from
statically and dynamically defonned single crystals are presented.

Head et al. (48' 49) have previously identified many of the conmonly
observed dislocations in B-brass. Hovlever the present investigation was

considered essential for the following neasons:-
l. Mainly intensity profiles of most dislocations in B-brass have been

presented by Head et al. These profiles are very difficult to
compare with the experimental pictures obtained from the electron
microscope. The computer prograrmes made available to the present
author enabled a direct comparison to be made between experimental
and theoretical pictures.
Unless the precise imaging conditions used by Head et al. are duplicated,
there would, in most cases, be a degree of uncertainty in identifying
dislocations observed in the present investigation, if their profiles
were to be used

Not all dislocation types have been identified by the above workers.

2 THE a<111> SCREW DISLOCATION

Since the conmonly observed slip direction in B-brass is <11.1> and
because <111> dislocations have their lowest energy in the screw orientation
(47) the identification of acl.ll> screw dislocations is relatively simple.

The micrograph in fig. 6.1 shows a general area of dislocations in a

2.

3.
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foil prepared from defonned polycrystalline B-brass. The dislocations
marked A and B lie close to tlitl and [Itt] respectively. Many other
dislocations in this area also lie close to either of these two directions
and have identical Burgers vectors, as can be seen from the similarities
in image character. Disrocation A ries armost at right angres to the
t1I01 diffracting vector and exhibits strong double-dotted contrast.
This distinctive character is produced when the condition g.b = o is
satisfied for a pure screw disrocation with b = a<ilr.> (4g,49).

In fig. 6.2 (a) - (d)n matching pairs of experimental (L.H.S.) and
theoretical (R.H.s.) images for the dislocation A in fig.6.1 are shown
using four different diffracting conditions. Table 6.1 lists the specific
diffracting conditions used to compute the theoretical images in fig.6.z

TABLE 6.1

Apart from a slight discrepancy due to foit thickness, which has
resulted in a difference in the number of extinction 'blobsr between the
experimental and computed pairs, there are reasonable similarities in the
images. Also' except for a sright skewing of the image fig. 6.2 (c) is
similar in general appearance to fig.6.2 (d). In both cases the sarp
t0201 diffracting vector is used but the dislocation is ,viewed'with
different beam orientations. Dislocation A in fig. 6.1 therefore has a
Burgers vector of allltl and lies close to screw orientation. Dislocation
B in fig' 6'l' also showed similar contrast to dislocation A when synnretri-
cally equivalent diffracting conditions were used. Head et al. (4g) have
shown that dislocation images in anisotropic materials, such as B-brass,
computed for one specific set of conditions can be appried to several

Diffracting vector
Beam direction
Foi I normal

Deviation from Bragg condition, w
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Fig. 6.2 (a-d) Matching pairs of expertmntal and theoretical images for a<111, screw
dislocation A in Fig.6.l. Specific diffractinq conditions used are
sho{n in table 6.1,
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experimental conditions by making use of the symmetry properties of the

lattice. The following synmetry operations on L g and Bm can be used in
the comparison of images:-

1. A reflection about any plane of elastic synunetry, i.e. {100} or {110}
in the b.c.c. structure.

2. A rotation through multiples of 90o.

Hence dislocation B in fig.6.1 can be identified as an atilll screw.
The same values of b can be assigned to many other dislocations in the
same area.

Head et al. (48) have also shown that changes of up to 20. in the
dislocation line, or beam direction do not significantly affect the general

character of the image of an a<111> screw dislocation in g-brass. This is
readily seen in fig. 6.1. where the double dotted image character is pre-
served in dislocations the directions of whose lines deviate considerably
from that of A (e.9. compare dislocations A and D). The main effect of
this deviation is to produce a 'skewingr of the image.

6.3 THE a<100> + a<100> PAIR

Pairs of a<100> dislocations have been observed in deformed beta-
brass (49). Examples of such pairs are marked as subscripted c's in
fig.6.1. The pairs c1 cz cs and c,* lie approximately along t1111 while
C5 and C6 lie along t1111.

In fig. 6.3 (a) - (c) the matching experirnental and theoretical images

of the pair C1 are shown for three different diffracting conditions (see

table 6.2), and for b = a[010].

TABLE 6.2

specific Diffracting conditions fort Micrographs in Fig. 6.3 (a) - (c)

a b c

Diffracting vector
Beam direction
Foil normal

Deviation from Bragg condition w

1i0

001

3rg

0.37

lIo
001

3rg

0.40

020

001

3tg

0.65



(a)

(b)

(c)

*

Fig. 6.3 (a-d) Matchlng palrs of experimntal and theoretlcal {maqes for the
a<100> + a<100> dlslocatlon palr Cr ln Fiq. G,l. -Soeclflc -
diffracting condltlons used are shown ln lable 6.2
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The theoretical image in fig.6.3 (d) is identical to that in
fig. 6.3 (b) except that it has been generated using a special magnifying

facility incorporated in the computer prograrme. This facility enables

a greater resolution to be obtained. The dark narrow central line in
the experirnental image in fig.6.3 (b), although not clearly visible in
the computed image, is nol quite distinct in fig.6.3 (d).

As with the two sets of acLl.l> screw dislocations in fig. 6.1, the
two sets of a<100> pairs sho,,t identical contrast when imaged with symmetri-
cally equivalent diffracting conditions (e.g. compare C5 pair in fig.6.1
with Cr pair in fis. 6.3 (b) ).

Head et al. (49) suggested that these parallel pairs of a<100> dis-
locations result from the interaction of two aclll> screw dislocations on

intersecting {110} slip planes. For example the following reaction could
produce the at010l pairin fig.6.3:-

atllll + atIlll * a[020] + at010l + at010l

. 6.1

A similar pair of a<100> dislocations is shown with matching

theoretical images in figs. 6.4 (a - c). Diffracting conditions different
from those in fig. 6.3 were used to image this pair.

The dislocations in fig.6.4 lie along tilll with b = al100l. The

specific diffracting conditions used for computing the theoretical images

are shown in table 6.3.

TABLE 6.3

lpecific Diffracting conditions for Micrographs in Fis. 6.4 (a) - (c)

a b c

Diffracting vector
Beam direction
Foil normal

Deviation from Bragg condition, w

011

0I1

132

0.3

iro
ilr
732

0.3

ioi
11r

132

0.3
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Flg. 6.4 (r-d) ilrtdtlng pilrs of e4crlmntrl rnd th.orotlol lmges for an
r<100> + r<100> dlslocltloo pllr. Spcclflc dlffricilno
condltlons us€d !r€ shorn ln trblc 6.!!,
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The similarity in contrast between fig.6.3 (a) and 6.4 (b) should be

noted. For both of these images the <11.0> diffracting vector is normal

to the respective dislocation lines.

6.4 AN a<11.0> + a<001> DISL0CATION PAIR

The close pair of dislocations marked x and y in fig. 6.1 were

identified as having Burgers vectors of atl0il and at010l respectively.

A dislocation pair of this type can arise from the dissociation of a

70' a<l1.1> dislocation.

The pair lie closely along t1111 and the plane in which they are

contained was determined from trace analysis to be approximately (10t).

From Head's energy calculations (47) it is apparent that a 70" dis-
'location of Burgers vector a<111> lying along a<111> direction in 3-brass

may dissociate in one of three distinct wqys. For a d'islocation lying

along t1111 and having a Burgers vector of either altill or atittl the

following reactions are possible:

at 1111

at111l

at111l

at111l

atittl
atilrl

at0-10l

at 1001

a t0011

a ti00 l
a t0011

at010l

+ a[101]
+ at011l
+ at110l
+ a[011]
+ at110l
+ ati01l

.,

.>

-+

.>

+
.,

6.2

6.3

6.4
6.5

6.6

6.7

0f these reactions, only 6.2 and 6.5 are energetically favourable,

reactions 6.3,6.4,6.6 and 6.7 being neutral in that they lead to neither
an increase nor a decrease in energy. Reactions 6.2 and 6.5 involve dis-
locations gliding on {110} planes only; for reactions 6.3,6.4,6.6 and

6.7 the resultant a<110>dislocations would be glissile on {112} planes.

However, all these reactions lead to dislocations which have a relatively
low energy orientation for their respective slip systems, whereas the

original 70'a<111> dislocation is a high energy configuration for its
slip system.

Fig. 6.5 (a) - (e) shows the pair of dislocations x and y in fig. 6.1
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TABLE 6.4

specific Diffracting conditions for Micrographs in Fig.6.5 (a) - (e)

a b c d e

Diffracting vector
Beam direction
Foi I normal

Deviation from Bragg condition, w

Ilo
001

3tg

0.40

1i0

001

3rg

0.37

020

001

3rg

0.65

o20

Ioz
3rg

0.75

lro
113

3rg

0.75

taken under five different diffracting conditions.
diffracting conditions are given in table 6.4

Theoretical micrographs were
of the six reactions given above.
produced images which matched all
shown in fig. 6.6 (a) - (e).

The details of these

computed for the resultant dislocations
0f these six reactions only 6.7

five experirnntal images and these are

It is interesting to note that the dislocation pair has resulted from
a neutral reaction and not from one of the two energy-lowering reactions
A or D, For the purpose of comparison, the computed images for the low
energy reaction A are shown in fig. 6.7 (a) - (e). Gross mis-match in
fig.6.7 (a)' (c) ana (d) enables this reaction to be eliminated. Similar
rnis-matches occumed for all the other reactions.

The observation of this pair of dislocations is believed to be the
first unambiguous identification of an a<l10> dislocation B-brass which is
not contained in a network (see Miller and Crawford (+01 ). The reaction,
being of a neutral type, has most probably been a.ided by sonre localised
stress in the material. Because this was the only reaction of this type
observed in the numerous different foils examined, it may be concluded
that it does not have any significant role in the plasticity of the alloy.

6.5 THE INFLUENCE OF DEVIATION FROM BRAGG CONDITION AND FOIL THICKNESS
ON IMAGE CHARACTER

The degree of deviation from the exact Bragg condition w can alter
appreciably the character of dislocation images, and can also change
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markedly the 'pleasing' appearance of the thin foils in transmission.

The four micrographs in fig. 6.8 (a) - (d) shot the sane region of
foil imaged under diffracting conditions which are identical, except for
the deviation (w) from the Bragg condition. It can be seen that the
most pleasing images are obtained with positive values of w in the range

0.5 to 0.8. tlith a progressively decreasing w through to negative values
the contrast at dislocations becomes ill-defined and much less pleasing
in appearance.

The technique of matching experimental and computed images requires
good quality pictures in which the general character of dislocations is
clear. Hence positive values of w are used as often as possible. It
is interesting to note that the dislocation marked x which shovs the
characteristic double dotted contrast of an a<111.> scrcw dislocation has

approximately four extinction fringes along its length when w = 0 but
this incr€ases to about five for w = 0.8. This is consistent with the
results of the dynamical theory discussed in section 3.2 where it was

shovn that the effective extinction distance Egtff decreases with
increasing deviation (w) from the Bragg condition.

The variation in contrast of the a<1.11> screw dislocation marked y
in fig. 6.8 (c) and (d) also explains the slight mis-match between the
experirental and computed pictures of dislocation A in fig. 6.2 (b).
This match would be enhanced if the value of w for this computation was

increased slightly.

This difficulty in obtaining a good match with the fine detail of
the experimental images often occurs when there is a slight change in
w across the area of foil being examined. For example, the micrograph
in fig. 6.9 contains a<111> screw dislocations which have been imaged

using a <211> diffracting vector. The marked change in image character
across the micrograph has resulted from a variation in the value of wn

the deviation parameter. The two dislocations marked A and B both lie
fairly close to t1111, and each has a Burgers vector of a1llll. Five
theoretical images are shown in fig.6.10 (a) to (e) and these have been
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computed to provide possible matches for these two dislocations.
diffracting conditions computed for are shown in table 6.5.

TABLE 6.5

Specific Diffracting Conditions for
Micrographs in Fis. 6.10 (c) - (e)

a b c d e

Diffracting vector
Beam di recti on

Foil normal

Deviation, w

Thickness of foil,

12i
0i2
001

0.8

2.5

r21
0i2
001

1.0

2.5

121

0i2
001

1,2

2.5

121

012

001

1.2

2.0

121

072

001

t.2
1.5

The theoretical micrographs in fig.6.10 (a) - (c) shov the effect of
varying w while keeping t constant, and those in fig. 6.10 (c) - (e)
show the effect of varying t while keeping lv constant. It can be seen
that a variation in t not so much causes a change in the general character
of the micrograph, but rather alters the number of extinction ,blobs, or
fringes. 0n the other hand, the effect of varying w is to change both
the general character and also the nurber of extinction fringes. Com-

parison of the experimental micrographs A and B with the theoretical
micrographs in fig.6.10 indicates that a reasonable match is obtained if
a deviation of w = 1.0 is used for dislocation A, and l. .2 for dislocation
B. The micrographs also indicate a high degree of sensitivity of the
scnew dislocation image to the value of w with this particular <Llz>
diffracting vector.

The
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CHAPTER 7

MECHANICAL TESTS AND SLIP TRACE OBSERVATIONS

7.1 UNINTERRUPTED TESTS

Representative results of static and dynamic tests for each of the
crystals A.1, A.2, A.3 and A.4 are shovln in fig. 7.L. There is a consider-
able variation in the level of stress at a given strain among the four
crystals for each type of test, but the work-hardening rates are similar.
Moreover, when the static and dynamic pair of curves obtained from any one

crystal are compared the differences in both work-hardening rates and stress
leve'l are significant. The fotlowing static and dynamic pairs in fig.7.L
should be compared:- A.t.29 and A.t.3Z; A.2.11(a) and A.2.3; A.3.G(a) and

A.3.7; A.4.12 ard A.4.7. The last number of the code used to designate
each specimen indicates the pos'ition along the crystal from which the speci-
men was taken. For examp'le specimen A.1.29 was the twenty-ninth specimen cut
from erystal A,1 as counted from one end of the crystal.

The curves in fig.7.2 illustrate the degree of scatter existing among

specimens taken from different portions of the same crystal for both static
and dynamic loading. An effort was made to reduce this scatter from among

tests, by comparing where possible only those specimens that had been taken
from adjacent or nearly adjacent regions of the one crystal.

A tabulated surmary of tests performed on the four crystals is given
in Appendix 2.

Static tests

The static stress-strain curves consisted of a very high initial rate
of parabolic hardening which decreased and became more nearly linear beyond

about 3 pct strain. A gradual decrease in the work-hardening rate occurred
with increasing strain over the complete strain range.

This decrease in the work-hardening rate with increasing strain is
typical of other ordered alloys, and the effect has been attributed to the
decrease in long range order on the active slip planes. This makes it
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easier for the unit dislocations in the disordered lattice to move and

possibly relieve stress by cross-slipping (Z+). Whether such a mechanism

provides a valid explanation of the observed static work-hardening rates
in the present investigation,cannot be determined on the evidence above.

No yield points were observed with the crystals tested statically.
Ferguson and Titchener (8) who also grew their crystals under vacuum did
not detect any yie'ld points. Ardley and Cottrel (53),when testing g-brass

crystals which contained less than 0.00008 wt. pct. of nitrogen, also
reported an absence of yield points. Paton (98), who grew his B-brass
crystals in argon obtained similar results, but Meikle (99) observed small
yield points in some of his crystals which he grew in air.

It would seem that yie'ld points in static tests of B-brass arise only
from thd presence of impurities arrd are absent if the impurity levels are

low enough.

Dynamic Tests

The dynamically deformed specimens exhibited very large yield drops,
the upper yield stress being in the region of 17,000 to 21,000 p.s.i. These

yield drops were similar to those obtained by Ferguson and Titchener (9).
Their proposed explanation for the production of these yield drops is des-

cribed in section 2.2.

The yield point and the subsequent rapid reduction in stress level were

followed by work-hardening which was almost linear beyond about 1.5 pct
strain. The dynamic work-hardening rate in this linear region was signifi-
cantly lower than the initial work hardening rate in an equivalent static
test. However, as was noted above, the static work-hardening rate gradually
decreased with increasing strain which tended to reduce the difference
between the static and dynamic work-hardening rates.

7,2 SLIP IRACE OBSERVATIONS IN THE UNINTERRUPTED TESTS

tf it is assumed

it can be shown from
(79) that in crystals
system is (Ztt) till1 .

that normal body-centred-cubic slip behaviour occurs,
the theoretical subdivision of the standard triangle
of the orientation of Ar to Aq the most highly stressed
However,a preliminary examination of the slip traces
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on both the statically and dynamically tested crystals revealed that single
slip on this system did not always occur. The crystal orientations were

such that a number of other systems were also quite highly stressed and the
Schmid factors for these are shown in Table 7.t.

TABLE 7 .I
Schmid Factors For The Various S'lip Systems

Sl ip Plane Sl ip Direction Schmid Factor

zLt
101

zLL

110

101

110

111

111.

irr
111

irr
irr

0.496

0.445

0.420

0.408

0.393

0.338

7 .2.L Stati c Sl i p

All crystals tested statically (uninterrupted) showed fine, predominant-

ly single-slip markings on their surfaces. Some crystals also exhibited
coarse bands of secondary slip but these bards contributed only a small
proportion of the total slip structure.

Two distinct types of static slip markings were identified:

t^lholly (211) or whollv (iot) slip. The traces from each of these sets
of planes were very similar in appearance. Fig. 7.3(a) shows an example

of (Itt) slip viewed on a specimen surface approximately 70o from the

Iltll "00 position", that is when the t1111 direction was contained in
a plane nornnl to the surface being viewed (ttris notation is discussed

in Section 5.7). Strong bands of secondary (iOt) rtip were frequently
observed on specimens which deformed Uv (2tt) slip. An example of one

of these bands is shown in fig. 7.3(b).

Transition type (Lr)-(iOf) slip. In specimens which exhibited this
"transition" behaviour, (2ff) slip was observed at one end of each

specimen, (101) slip at the other. Near the middle of these specimens

both types of slip were observed. It appears that slip may have begun

1.

2.
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at each end of the specimen independent'ly on these different planes, and
these different slip processes finally nerge in the central region of the
specimen. Fig. 7.4 shows an example of this transition type (fur)-(ior)
sl ip. ffre (2tt) traces are c'lose to their 0o position.

By examining the slip traces while rotating the specimen with the
goniometer device on the optical microscope and noting the degree of
visibility of the traces at different positions on the surface, some tenta-
tive conclusions concerning the direction of sjip on the (211) and lior)
planes were drawn. From the Schmid factors in Tabl e 7.L it was expected
that [111] would be the favoured slip direction. Figs.7.5(a) and (b) show
schematically the relationship between ttre (Ztt) and (iory slip planes, the
t1111 direction, drd the specimen axis. In the t1111 0o position both the
lior) ana (Itt) traces were strongly visible. The (ior1 traces were visible
in their 00 position and in their "90o position" through t1111, but became

invisible by about 80o from [111] on the reverse side of the crystal. This
implied that slip had occurred in a direction close to t1111 on the liOf)
planes. The (Zff) traces were very strong in their 0o position, which uas
only 30 away from the t1111 0o position (see fig.7.4), but vanished as
their 900 position was approached from both sides of the crystal. It uas
therefore deduced tfrat (Ztt) slip also most probably took place in the tllll
di recti on.

The slip traces
to be s'lightly wavy,

close to the t1111 0o

as measured from fig.

belonging to both the (211) and (iOt) ptanes appeared
this waviness being most apparent on the surfaces viewed
position (see fig. 7.4\. The spacing of the traces
7.3(a) was about 7 um.

Although the (Ztt) ttttt system was stressed to a slighily higher level
than (tot) t1111 there appeared to be tittle preference for the activity of
one over that of the other. When consecutive static tests were camied out
on specimens taken from adjacent portions of the one crystal both types of
slip traces were observed. This indicated that possible variations in com-
position and in-grown substructure along the length of a given crystal (i.e.,
"geographic" effects) were not important factors in influencing the mode of
slip in a particular specimen cut from that crystal. It seems that there is
a delicate ba'lance between the operation of the two slip systems. From the
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stacking fault energies on the {110i and {211} planes calculated by

Marcinkowski and Fisher (80),the partial dislocations which comprise the
superdislocations on the [110] planes should be further apart than those on

the {211} planes, so making cross-slip somewtrat easier on {Ztt} than on

{110}. However, as Dorn (100) has pointed out, s'lip in ordered alloys is
expected to take place on those planes which have the lowest antiphase
boundary energy since the debris produced by slip will increase the total
area of antiphase boundary in the crystal. As some wavy slip (this being
indicative of cross-slip taking place) was thought to have been observed

on crystals exhibiting both (iff) ana (.IOf).slip in the present investiga-
tion, it is concluded that the decreased energy of the debris produced by
(iOf) slip compared to that produced by 12rf) slip is most likely responsi-
ble for increasing the favourability of slip on (iOf) with respect to that
on (2tt). This would explain the delicate ba'lance between llff) ana (iot)
s1 ip.

The effect of the slip mode on the stress/strain behaviour is seen

from the curves in figs.7.6(a) and (b). The operative slip planes are
given in the figures. It can be seen that the curves obtained with llff)
or (101) slip differ very little, but that transition type slip is accomp-

anied by a reduction in the level of the flow stress at low and medium

strat'ns. The somewhat greater reduction in stress in fig. 7.6(a) compared

to that in fig. 7.6(b) could be a resutt of a "geographic" effect since the
comparison in fig. 7.6(a) is between tests A.1.28, A.1.33 and A.L.L7,
A.1.18. The three tests in fig.7.6(b) are from specimens taken from much

closer regions of crystal A.3. There seems little doubt that the influence
of the transition slip mode on the stress/strain curve is a real effect.

7 .2.2 Dynamic Sl ip

The slip markings induced by dynamic loading were initially identified
as resulting from concurrent slip on the (101) and (ito) ptanes. 0ther
traces were observed but these were not identified in the initial examina-

ti'ons.

From the degree of visibility of the (Iot) ana (ito) traces there
seemed to be little difference in the amount of activity on these two sets
of planes. Under the optical microscope the traces appeared both coarser
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and finer than the (lft) or (iOf) traces observed on the statically
deformed specimens. Fig. 7.7(a) is an example of dynamic slip markings

on a specimen surface examined close to the t1111 0o position. Very
coarse longer segments of both (iOf) ana (itO) traces bounded regions of
finer and shorter (Ito) and (iot1 segments. Fig. 7.7(b) shows (iOf)
traces viewed in their approximate 00 position and (itO) traces in their
approximate 900 position. Very fine (itO) traces with a spacing of about

1.5 pm lie between the coarser liOf) traces. Similar very ftne (iOt)
traces were observed in the (iOf) 90o position.

The visibility of both the lfOf) traces and the (ifO1 traces was

quite good in both their 0o positions and their 900 positions (see fig.
7.7(b)), Figs. 7.5(c) and (d) sho!', schematically the relationships between

the (iof) ana (ifo) planes, the t1111 direction, and the specimen axis. If
11111 is the s'lip direction for both these planes, then since the 0o

positions for the (rOf) ana (itO) planes are 390 and 450 respectively from
the t1111 0o position,their traces will be visible in both their 0o and 90o

positions. The slip direction on the (iOt) ana (itO) planes was therefore
thought to be t1111, and this was confirmed by the thin foil investigations
discussed in Chapter 8.

The thin foi'l studies a'lso revealed a considerable proportion of dis-
locations with Burgers vectors of a tltfl as well as the expected a[111],
and this prompted a closer examination of the previously mentioned

unidentified traces observed on the dynamically deformed specimens.

Table 7.1 indicates that the three (1011 1Ltt, (110) fitt: and (211)

lifft systems were al1 quite highly stressed. An attempt was therefore
made to equate the observed unidentified traces with the planes in these
three systems. Although the traces could not be followed very far round

the sides of the specimens there seemed to be sufficient evidence from the
angles which the traces made with the crystal. dxis in their 90o positions
to confirm that they belonged to the (10,1) and (110) planes. No evidence
of (211) slip could be found. Fig.-7.8 shows_an example of traces belonging
to the (ttO1 planes. Traces from (101) and (110) are also present in this
micrograph.
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Although ttre (Ztt) t1111 system is the most highly stressedo tiffl
traces were observed on only one specimen from among the whole series of
unintemupted dynamic tests. Specimen A.1.7, which was deformed dynami-

cally to 15.75 pct strain, contained traces belonging to (101), (itO) ana

atso (Itt) (ttre (110) and (101) had not at this stage in the programme been

identified). These 12ff) traces were fine and very similar to the static
type (2tf) slip. Alternative explanations for the occurrence of this slip
should be mentioned.

The specimen A.1..7 was deformed to an appreciably larger dynamic

strain than any other dynamically deformed specimen. It is possible

that (Ztt) slip can be induced at large dynamic strains. No lZff)
traces were observed on specimen 4.2.3 which was deformed to LL.25

pct strain.

The (211) slip was produced by a lower strain-rate reloading sequerce.

Close examination of specimen A.1.7 indicated that it had suffered
siight "harrnering" on its ends. This was an indication of non-axial
reloading following the main impact in the Hopkinson-bar tester.
This second explanation is considered to be the most likely one.

7.3 INTERRUPTED TESTS

The following sequences of interrupted tests were carried out:

Dynamic preload followed by static reload.

Dynamic preload followed by dynamic reload.

1.

2

3. Static preload followed by static reload.

4. Statis preload followed by dynamic reload.

7 .3 .t Effects of Agi ng

A 4 hour interval uns required between the preload and reload tests
in order to analyse the slip traces resulting from the preload and also
to prepare the specimen for the reload test.

Before canrying out these tests the influence on the reload curves of
the 4 hour interva'l was investigated. Ferguson and Trltchener (9) in a
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similar series of experiments were able to restrict the time intervals
between preloading and reloading to k hour. Any comparison between the

resu'lts of this present investigation and their results must take this
time difference into account.

Fig.7.9(a) presents stress/strain curves obtained from identical
prior dynamic loading of two specimens from adjacent portions of crystal
4.3. The curves representing dynamic preloading are not shown because the
oscillations present on them prevented accurate curves from being plotted.
Howeverran uninterrupted high strain dynamic test on a specimen taken from

an adjacent portion of the same crystal is shown. At a strain of 9 pct the

level of flow stress of the specimen aged at room temperature for 4 hours

between the loadings was 3 pct lower than that of the specimen aged for eq

hour. This small difference either represents scatter or some slight
recovery effect, or a combination of both. The macroscopic static reload
yield stress is approximately equal to the dynamic flow stress at the same

strain in the uninterrupted test.

A series of aging experiments was also carried out on specimens pre-

loaded statically and then reloaded statically. The results of these are
shown in figure 7.9(b). The interva'ls between the load sequences were 0,

%, and 4 hours. The specimens were prepared from adjacent portions of
crystal 4.4. The almost complete superposit'ion of the preload curves shows

that any observed variation in flow stress of the reload curves is a

reliab1e indication of the effects of aging. A fourth uninterrupted static
test to a higher strain, using a specimen also prepared from an adjacent
region of this crystal (A.4.12) is included in the figure. The respective
aging times for the tests are given with the figure.

It is assumed that the preload curves for all three interrupted tests
would, if taken to 5.1 pct strain, be the same as those for A.4.9(a) and

4.4,L2. The following conments on the reload yie'ld stresses and work-

hardening rates can be made:

1. With zero and k hour aging times the reload flow stresses at 5.1 pct

strain were both 7.5 pct below the preload curves.

2. In the interval from I to 4 hours a further drop of 7.5 pct in the
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f'low stress occurred (making a total of 15 pct); and this may be com-
pared with the corresponding drop of 3 pct observed in the preceding
case (fis. 7.9(a)).

3. The work-hardening rates of the three reload curves are almost identi-
cal to that of the uninterrupted test A.4.IZ.

Fig. 7'10 is a plot of stress decrement (i.e., difference in stress
between the final preload flow stress and the reload flow stress) versus
aging time. The curve indicates an instantaneous large reduction in stress
followed by a much slower rate of recovery.
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No dynamic-static preload-re'load sequence with a zero hour aging
interval was carried out. Nevertheless the above tests indicate that
static Ioading induces a substruction which recovers more rapidly at room

temperature than the substructure which is dynamically induced.

7,3.2 Dynamic Preload - Static Reload Sequence

The stress/strain curve for the static reload in a dynamic-static
sequence, together with a curve for an uninterrupted dynamic test on a
comparable specimen is shown in fig. 7.11(a). The reload yield stress is
not well defined and initial flow occurs just below the final flow stress
of the dynamic preload. The work-hardening rate of the static reload is
tntitially very high, indeed it is similar to that observed in the early
staEes of flow in the unintemupted static tests. t,.lith increasing deform-
ation the static work-hardening rate decreases and tends to approach that
of the uninterrupted dynamic curve at high strains.

It seems that the static reload cornnences on a structure which has a
real strength (i.e., a structure which is rate insensitive) represented
approximately by the flow stress of the uninterrupted dynamic curve at a

strain equal to that at which the dynamic-static sequence uas interrupted.

S'lip Markings

The expected dynamic type (ior) and (ito) traces were observed on the
specimen after dynamic preloading. Following the static reload fine static
type traces belonging to (211) appeared very stronglJ, together with faint
widely spaced traces ot (iot) and (iro). These traces are shown in fig.
7.12. This very definite return to a predominantly (Zff) slip mode with an

increased rate of work-hardening upon static reloading is in good agreement

with the uninterrupted static tests.

7.3.3 Dynamic Preload - Dynamic Re'load Sequence

The method of obtaining the required data from this reload sequence

was modified in an attempt to reduce the inaccuracies produced by the
oscillations in the dynamic test output trace (see section 5.6.3). It was

observed that these oscillations became increasingly larger as the aging
interval preceding the dynamic reload test un.s increased. t'lith the minimum
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time of 4 hours required for the slip analysis it uas found that the
oscillations were of such a magnitude that an accurate stress/strain curve
uas difficult to plot. The following procedure was therefore adopted:

1. A specimen was dynamicalty preloaded to a strain at which the oscilla-
tions were comp'letely damped out, The specimen uas then reloaded with
a minimum delay (g mtn.) to a high strain. Both the preload and

reload curves could be plotted with reasonable accuracy. The high
strain induced by the reload precluded any possibility of the slip 

.,,,, 
,t{'"

traces being examined. 
,,,_;":,,j1^
ul c't ''

?. Another specimen was dynamically preloaded and reloaded, but this time,,r,
lt'miting the strain in the reload as well as in the preload. Following\'
the reload the specimen was examined for slip traces. The stress/strain
curves were not plotted for this specimen because of the presence of the
oscillations in the traces right up to the strains at which the tests
were terminated.

Fi9.7.11(b) shows the strain curves for the dynamic - dynamic sequence
(test A.3.25). The lower yield stress of the reload curve is only about 3.5
pct below the final flow stress of the preload curve. This small difference
is probably accounted for by either recovery during the aging interval or
by experimental scatter. The yield point is sti'll very strong in the reload.
There is a slight decrease in the rate of wrrk-hardening of the reload curve
but apart from this the re'load curve is a reasonable continuation of the
preload curve.

Slip lvlarkings

As was expected the normal 'dynamic type' (101), (1-10), (101) and (110)
traces were observed on the specimen deformed by this loading sequence.
This provided further evidence that the reload deformation mechanism is
similar to that operating during the preload test.

7.3.4 Static Preload - Static Reload Sequence

The stress/strain curves for this loading sequence are shown in fig.
7.13(a). The reload yield stress is 18 pct below the final flor stress of
the preload curve. This reduction in stress is consistent with the recovery
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resulting from the effects of a 4 hour aging interval (see fig.7.9(b)).
After an initial restrain of about 1.5 pct the reload work-hardening rate
dropped to a level close to that of the latter part of the preload curve.

Slip t''larkings

Transition type 12ff)-(iof) slip was observed on the specimen follow-
ing preloading. The slip pattern returned strongly to wholly (Ztt) on

reloading, and this observation, together with that for the dynamic-static
sequencersuggests that static reloading always produces dominantlV (2ff)
slip reEardless of the nature of the preload. A separate dynamic-static
sequence camied out on crystal A.3 also showed wholly 12ff) slip on

reloading (see test A.3.4(b) Appendix 2.

It seems that the delicate balance of slip behaviour (i.e,, between

tior) ana (Zff) slip occuming) observed in the unintemupted static tests
is not present in any subsequent static reload.

7.3.5 Static Preload - Dynamic Reload Sequence

A simrilar difficulty to that described in section 7.3.3, where oscilla-
tions prevented the dynamic curves at low strains from being plotted
accurately, was encountered in the static-dynamic sequence. A similar pro-
cedure was therefore adopted where the stress/strain data was derived
independently of the specimens on which the sl'ip trace observations were

made.

Fl'g.7.13(b) shows the resu'lts of a static-dynamic loading sequence on

specimen A.3.20. The upper yield stress of the dynamic curve is slightly
higher than the final flow stress of the static preload curve. The lower
yield stress of the dynamic curve is about 8 pct below that of the final
flow stress of the preload curve. The work-hardening rate of the dynamic

reload curve is below that of the work-hardening rate of the static curve

at the point of interruption.

To aid in the interpretation of this loading sequence the curves from

f'tg. 13(b) together v'rith the curves from another similar test are presented

in ftg . 7.1.4 wtth an uninterrupted statric and an uninterrupted dynamic test.
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The specimens used in these tests were taken from adjacent or nearly
adjacent regions of the crystal to minimize scatter resulting from any

"geographic" effect.

The lower yield stress of the dynamic curve from test A.3.21 is about
lL pct below that of the final f'low stress of the static preload curve
(c.f. for A.3.20, 8 pct). The aging intervals between preloading and
reloading were 3.5 minutes for test A.3.20 and 2.25 minutes for test
A.3.21. The aging experiments, the results of which are presented in fig.
7.9(b), showed that a static reload following inrmediately a static preload
exht'bited a 7.5 pct reduction in flow stress below that of an uninterrupted
static test. It would seem that the 8 pct reduction in stress observed with
test 4.3.20 can be reasonably attributed to recovery. The 11 pct reduction
observed with test A.3.2L, within the limits of experimental scatter, can
also probably be accounted for in a similar manner.

It appears then that the significant reduction in the level of flow
stress of the dynamic reload curves below that of the uninterrupted high
stratn static curve (test A.3.26 in fig. 7.14) results from the following:

1. An effective shift of the work-hardening portion of the dynamic curves
by the yielding process.

2. A reduction in the rate of work-hardening of the specimen during the
dynami c re'load .

A plot of stress decrement (i.e. reduction in stress between the final
flow stress of the static preload and the reload dynamic lower yield stress)
versus aginE time is presented in fig. 7.t5. The shape of this decay curve
being simi'lar to that shown in fig.7.10, supports the inference that the
dispartty between the two stress levels discussed above is accounted for by
a recovery mechanism which commences immediatety the specimen is unloaded.
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Sl ip Markings

Slip observations were carried out on three different specimens sub-

iected to the static-dynamic loading sequence. Specimens A.1.29 and A.3.23
defonned UV (iOf) s'lip in both the preload and reload tests, and specimen

A.3.6 defonned UV (iOt) slip in the preload and by (Zff) slip in the reload.
l^lith each specimen only fine 'static' type traces were observed. The

presence of this 'static' type slip even following the dynamic neload was in
striking contrast to the behaviour in the uninterrupted dynamic tests in all
of which multiple type {110} slip was induced.

7.4 CORRELATION OF THE RESULTS OF THE PRESENT INTERRUPTED TESTS

WITH THOSE OBTAINED BY FERGUSON AND TITCHENER

The results of the intemupted tests performed by Ferguson and Titchener
are reproduced in fig. 7.L6. The orientation of the crystal from which their
specimens were cut is also shown in the figure. The trends in behaviour of
the crystals in the present investigation are similar to those obtained by

Ferguson and Titchener for the dynamic-dynamic and dynamic-static reload

4.03.02.01.0
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sequences.

In their two static-dynamic sequences the lower yield stresses were

19 pct and 21 pct below the respective flow stresses at the point of
r'nterruption of the static preloads. This decrement in stress is far in
excess of that predicted by the aging experiments described in the present

investigation (see section 7.3.1), Howeverrthis larger drop in stress could

have resulted from the different crystal orientation used by these workers,

the substructure induced during the static preload recovering at a faster
rate than the substructures induced by similar preloading of the crystals
used in the present investtgation.

0f the two dynamic reloads in the statric-dynamic sequences camied out

by Ferguson and Titchener (9) one hardened at a rate comparable to that of
the static preload. The other hardened at a lower rate, comparable to that

of the dynamic work-hardening rate, and this is consistent with the reload

hardening rates observed in the present investigation (see fig. 7.13(b)).

Ferguson and Titchener (9) did not carry out slip trace observations

on their specimens subjected to interrupted testing so no comparison can be

made with the results from the present investigat'ion.

7.5 GENERAL DISCUSSION OF STRESS-STRAIN CURVES AND SLIP TRACE

OBSERVATIONS

Uninterrupted dynamic loading induces slip on four {110} planes in two

< 111> directions at a lower rate of work-hardening than uninterrupted static
loading in which wholly (iOr) or (Zft), or transition type (iOr)-(2tt) stip
is induced in the t1111 direction.

The dynamic-static sequence (see fi9.7.11(a)) indicates that dynamic

loading induces a structure which has a real strength represented approxi-

mately by the flow stress of the uninterrupted dynamic curve at a strain
equal to that at which the dynamic-static sequence was interrupted. The

dynamic preload appears to have negligible effect on the subsequent static
stress-strain and slip behavi.our apart from inducing a structure whose hard-

ness provides the initial f'low stress for the static reload.

In contrast to the dynamic-static sequence the static preload great'ly
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modifies the subsequent dynamic behaviour in the static-dynamic sequence.

If the discrepancy between the lower yie'ld stress of the reload dynamic

curve and the final flow stress of the static preload curve can be

accounted for in terms of a recovery process, and this seems highly probable,
then it would also seem that the static deformation process induces a real
strength (or strain-rate insensitive structure) in the crystal. The per-
sistence of therstatic'type of slip in the dynamic reload implies that the
static preload hardens the crystal in a manner that prevents the multip'le
{110} slip, normally observed in a dynamic test, from occurring and deform-
ation therefore continues by a 'static' type mode. It is difficult to see

how the decreased rate of work-hardening in the dynamic reload can be asso-

ciated with a 'static' type mode of slip. It could be that the subsequent

dynamic loading of the statically induced substructdre in some way unlocks

dislocations previously inrnobil ized.

Ferguson and Titchener (9) when discussing their reload tests dis-
tinguished between a 'static' mechanism and a 'dynamic' mechanism. They

stated that each mechanism always operated under its respective loading
condition. Howeverrthe present results indicate that the mechanisms of
hardening can probably only be termed 'static' or 'dynamic' with respect to
the uninterrupted tests, or with respect to crystals that have been dynami-

cally preloaded. The static-dynamic sequence shows that the so-called
static mechanism can be operative under dynamic loading conditions, and this
therefore renders their generalization partly invalid.
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CHAPTER 8

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF DEFORMED SINGLE CRYSTALS

8. I INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents and discusses electron microscope observations

of the substructural changes which took place in B-brass single crystals

subjected to the various deformation programmes outlined in Chapter 7-

The examination of thin foils was largely confined to those prepared

from specimens deformed to strains of less than about 6 percent. It was

clear from the dynamic and static work-hardening rates and the slip trace

results, that the mechanisms of deformation were sufficiently well

established by about 4 to 5 pct strain to enable their distinctive feat-

ures to be recognised. Also, the high rates of work-hardening observed

from the very onset of flon in the statically deformed specimens suggested

that at strains greater than about 6 pct the dislocation densities and the

complexity of their arrangements would have been too high to permit elucid-

ation of the deformation mechanisms'

8.2 SECTIONS EXAMINED

The following types of orientated slices were cut from the deforrned

single crystals and prepared for examination in the electron microscope:-

l. Sections parallel to the active slip planes. Movements of

dislocations on the slip planes were investigated with these

secti ons .

2. Sections parallel to (001). These provided high quality foils
for qualitative examination of the types of Burgers vectors.

3. Sections orientated slightly off (001) inside the t0011 - tOllJ -

tllll stereographic triangle. These sections enabled Burgers

vectors to be identified unambiguously since specific directions

in the deformed crystal could be located in the slice when

examined in the electron microscope.
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4.

5.

Sections containing the different types of dislocations in a

common plane. These made possible the examination of dislocation
i nteracti ons .

sections perpendicular to the most highly stressed slip direction
tllll. These sections provided confirmatory information about

the extent of slip in other directions.

8.2.1 Unambiguous Determination of Burgers Vectors

tJith the type 3 slices the exact orientation inside the t00ll -
tOlll - tllll stereographic triangle from which the slice was taken could
be located when examined in the electron microscope. Hence all tilting
movements relative to this known orientation could be defined. tr{ith
slices cut from exact synnnetry orientations (e.9. {001}) it is not
possible to know in which of the eight surrounding standard triangles the
beam direction lies if the slice is tilted away from this exact orientat-
i on.

Foxall, Duesbury and Hirsch (79) used a combination of fiducial
markings and x-ray Laue techniques to identify unambiguously the Burgers

vectors of dislocations in niobium single crystals. They did not give
details of their technique. It appears likely that they retained a

surface marking (the position of this determined by x-ray technique) on

their slices throughout the polishing stages to mounting in the electron
microscope. By allowing for the net rotation between the foil and the
image in the microscope precise directions could be preserved in this way.

Although the method used in the investigation did not allow for
inversion of the foil during its preparation or mounting in the electron
microscope this was easily recognized in the subsequent stereographic
analysis and therefore inversion presented no difficulty. The method

also seemed much less cumbersome than the technique thought to have been

used by Foxall et al (2S1.

Because of the greater variety of readily interpreted substructures
present in the dynamically deformed specimens, the substructural changes

taking place in these specimens are discussed first. Much of the
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discussion presented in this first section provides, direcily or in-
directlyrinformation used for interpreting the substructures observed in
foils taken from statically deformed crystals.

8.2.2 SubstructUre in As-grown Crystiils

Fig.8.l shows an area of foil prdpared from an as-grown crystal.
The density of dislocations was too low to allov a count to be carried
out. A number of very small dark dots can be seen. The contrast from
these dots suggests that they have associated strain fields. They

could well be clusters of point defects (e.9. vacancies).

8.3 SUBSTRUCTURES RESULTING FROM DYNAMIC DEFORMTION

8.3. I Burgers Vectors

Examination of the sections prepared from dynamical ly deformed

specimens revealed that a large proportion of the dislocations present

had Burgers vectors of either atTlll or atllll*, and lay close to screw

orientations. Fig. 8.2(a) shows an area of foil taken from specimen

A.l.l0 deforned dynamically to 6 pct. strain. The foil was prepared
from an "off (00.|)" section and contains approximate'ly equal proportions
of atllll and atTlll dislocations in near screw orientations. Examples

of dislocations with these Burgers vectors are marked x and y respectively
in fig. 8.2(a). From table T.lrlisting the resolved shear stresses on

the different slip systems,illll slip is predicted on ttre (Tot) and

(TtO) p'lanes, and these planes always produced strong traces with dynamic

loading. Traces belonging to the tlOll and tll0l planes were also
observed, and the atllll dislocations observed most likely resulted from
slip on these two planes in this direction. Fig. 8.2(b) is another area

* For the purposes of the present

rather than |lll> are assumed .

ted to show that this assumption

discussion Burgers vectors of a<lll>
In section 8.3.5 evidence is presen-

is correct.
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Fig,8.2(a) 'Off (001)' section from specimen dynamically strained
6 pct, Area shor{s a Illlj screvrs (e.s. x) and a IIll]
screws (e.p, Y) in approxirnately equal proportions.
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Another region frorn same section as in Fiq. 8.2(a).
0nly a | 111 I dislocations are present.
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of the same foil, where only a[l]ll screw dislocations are present. This
indicates that the duplex type illll - tltl: s'lip structure is not present
in all parts of the dynamically defonned crystal, and that the atllll
dislocations predominate over those with Burgers vectors of atIlll.

The micrographs in figs. 8.3 and 8.4 show areas of an (00r) slice
taken from specimen A.3.2 -which was deformed 3.5 pct. Two distinct
sets of a.lll> screw dislocations are present in these micrographs,
again in approximately equal proportions. A considerable amount of
debris is present in the form of very small loops or dark specks. Much

of this debris will have been produced during deformation since a much

lower density of such defects was observed in the as-grown structure
(see fig. 8.1).

8.3.2 Interactions in Dynamically Deformed Specimens

A frequent observation in foi'ls taken from the dynamically deformed

crystals was the development of walls or tangles along distinct crystallo-
graphic directions. Some indication of such tangling can be seen in fig.
8.3 along the <010> direction. It is more striking'ly evident in fig.
8.5, which is also an (001) section from specimen A.3.2. In this case
the walls are developed along <110>.

The crystal'lography of dynamic slip with reference to a cubic cell
is shown schematically in fig. 8.6. with as many as four different
{ll0} planes actively slipping it is inevitable that interactions between

the two sets of dislocations will occur. Table 8.1 lists the possible
interactions that can take place. The directions of the lines of inter-
action projected on to the (00.|) plane are also given.

The walls in fig. 8.5 lie projected in a <ll0> direction. unambig-
uous identification of the two sets of aflttl and atllll screw dislocat-
ions was not possible because the foil was prepared from an exact (OOt1

slice. However, the walls are parallel to the projected direction of one

of these seis ot dislocations and it can be seen from table 8.1 that they
dre formed either by interactions between (Tot) and (ll0) planes, or
between (Tto1 and (101) planes. From the relative numbers of the two
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sets of screws in fig. 8.5, it is probable that those showing the double

dotted type contrast, being considerably fewer in number than the set
projected at right angles to these, have atilll Burgers vectors. Thus

the walls lie along tliOl implying that they result from interactions
between atlIll screws on (iOt) and atTttl screws on (ll0). The follon-
ing two reactions could therefore take place:-

atOlll + at0lll

atToOl + atTO0l

B.l

8.2

Thus intersecting screws could react over part of their lengths to form

parailel pairs of atOlll or atTOOl segments lying along tlill, the

direction of intersection of the two {ll0} planes. The product disloc-
ations from reaction 8.1 will be glissile on (2it) while those from

reaction B.2wi1l be glissile on (0ll). Both these planes have a common

'line of intersection with the original (TOt1 and (ll0) planes, namely

ftitt. However, these product dislocations will not contribute to
further deformation of the crystal to any significant extent because they

lie on planes which are very Iightly stressed.

Figs. 8.7(a) and 8.7(b) show higher magnification views from the

micrograph in fig. 8.5. The tangled walls in fig. 8.7(a) are made up

of numerous small 1oops, close parallel pairs and slightly repelling
pairs. The individual dislocations in any one pair show identical
contrast, at least with the one diffracting vector used, and are most

likely examples of segments produced by the above reactions. The two

sets of a<lll> screw dislocations are also clearly visible in these walls.
Some pairs can be seen still associated with intersection nodes, with

the repulsion forces indicated by a slight bcnving of the segments (e.9.
at Q and R in fig. 9.7(a)). The pair marked P in fig. 8.7(a) have

been cut by the foil surfaces, thus allowing them to repel each other to
a greater separation. An example of a dipole trailing the motion of a

screw dislocation can be seen at D in fig.8.7(b). This dipole, being

close to edge orientation, is therefore sessile. Further movement of
the screw can occur only if the trailing dipole pinches off to fom a loop.

Movement of the screw will then continue with the formation of another

atllll
atTTIl

atllll
afir I t

aL0?2)

at2oot
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dipole segment. Such a mechanism could account for much of the loop
formation in the foil. Honever, loops formed in this way would show

different contrast to the segments produced by the direct interaction
of a<lll> screw dislocations as discussed earlier. The loops formed
by the pinch'ing off of edge dipo'les will not contain repelling segments

on their long sides but will instead attract each other to a separation
governed by the distance separating the two planes containing the respec-
tive loop sides (Tetelman (l0l)). It is 1ike1y that the other isolated
loops which show very dark over-lapping contrast in fig.8.7(b) (e.g.
at E and F) are dipoles similar to that at D. 0ther strongly repelling
pairs, also constituting small loops,can be seen at A, B and C. These
probably result from reactions B.l and 8.2.

The high density of very small loops in many areas of these foils is
possibly due to the production and subsequent coalescence of point defects
resulting from the processes of deformation. It is not known to what
extent the dislocations in the ordered alloy move in a non-conservative
manner to produce point defects. Because the screw dislocations will
be extended as close pairs of t<lll> partials in the superlattice, these
partials have to constrict before cross-slip can take place or else
cross-slip independent'ly by non-conservative motion. Point defects could
condense on the moving dislocations, and by coalescing to foym large jogs

drag out dipoles. Lovl and Turkalow (.|02) have considered the effects
of jog size on a moving screw dislocation. A screw dislocation contain-
ing an atomic jog produced, for example, by the intersection of the dis-
location with a forest dislocation, would drag out a row of point defects.
A cusp would therefore be observed on the dislocation line without any

visible trailing debris. l,lith a very large jog, of the order of hundreds

of angstrom units, the two arms of the dislocation which are separated by

the iob move independent'ly and can therefore act as single-ended sources
for further dislocation multip'lication. A intermediate sized jog will
drag out a dipole whose sides interact because of their smaller separation
and will tend to pinch off to form a trail of visible elongated loops.
Low and Turkalow ('|02) suggested that jogs on screw dislocations will form
by a process of repeated cross'slip brought about by any mis-alignment of
the crystallographic glide planes with the plane of maximum shear stress..
Jogs on dislocations in the specimens deformed dynamically in the present
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investigat'ion will almost certainly occur as a result of intersections.

The tangled structure aligned along <010> in fig. 8.3 probably

results from the interaction of screws on the intersecting (l0l) and

(l0l) planes (see table B.l). As with the interaction walls previously

discussed in connection with fig. 8.5 this tangled structure contains a

high density of close pairs of product dislocations (e.g.at X and Y).

Similar pairs can also be seen outside the wall, e.g. at7.

The micrograph in fig. 8.8 shows an (00.|) foil taken from a specimen

deformed to 4.5 percent strain (A.2,2). This foil contained a variety of
different dislocations. Many lie close to a comnon <lll> direction (e.9.

dislocation A), this presumably being the predominant []l1l slip direction.
Another set showing the characteristic double dotted contrast probably

belong to the tittl slip direction (e.g. dislocation B). The dislocation
marked C lies in a third <lIl> direction, this being either tlTtl or fiifl.
Both these directions lie almost 90o to the compression axis of the speci-
men and it is difficult to see hovl activity on systems with this slip
direction can occur. Duesbury and Foxalt (103) observed slip in niobium

single crystals on planes not at all highly stressed. They also observed

the operation of secondary systems which were less highly stressed than

others which did not operate at all. They explained this as being

possibly due to stress concentrations resulting from piled up groups of
dislocations on the primary slip plane. There is however, little
evidence of pile-ups in the relatively open structure shown in fi9.8.8.

The two pairs of dislocations marked D, and D, in fig. 8.8 show

contrast expected for a<l00> pairs which result from tie interaction of
a<lll> scnews. The remaining segments of the two original screw dis-
locations can be seen connected to the product pair at D2. A number of
different pairs resulting from the interaction of aclll> screvrs are

present in this micrograph. Examples are shown at E and F.

An (001) section was examined from specimen A.3.'13 which had been

deformed to only l.B pct strain. The micrographs in figs. 8.9 and 8.10

illustrate the difference in dislocation density from area to area in
the foil from this lightly deformed dynamic specimen. The wel'l defined
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narrow trails of dislocations with the same Burgers yectors in fig. 8.9

indicate that slip in these localized regions has occurred by the move-

ment of screw dislocations on a few close'ly spaced parallel planes. The

structure in fig. 8.10 is quite different, and shorvs a considerable
amount of interaction debris similar to that observed in (001) foils from

the more highly strained specimens. Both micrographs show that tiltl
slip on the less highly stressed (l'10) and (l0l) planes takes place in
the very early stages of deformation. The slip activity on these planes

is therefore a direct consequence of stimu'lation by dynamic loading, and

is not simply due to the transfer of slip to these systems as a result
of work-hardening on the more highly stressed (iOt)tllll and (TtO)ttttt
systems. The mechanism of deformation in the dynamic test appears to
remain essentially the same throughout the strain range examined.

Figs. 8.ll(a) and B.ll(b) shovl two different areas of another (001)

foil from specimen A.3.13 imaged under identical diffracting conditions.
In figure 8.lt(a) the reaction marked X has resulted from the interaction
of two a<ll1> dislocationsrin near screw orientationron different inter-
secting planes. Similar reactions can be seen at A, B and C in fig.
8.ll(b). As this was an (001) foil the original specimen crystallography
was not retained with the foil in the electron microscope. It was

therefore not possible to analyse unanfiguously the observed dislocation
reactions. Certain conclusions however, can be drawn from the analysis,
the results of which will be briefly discussed. For the purposes of
the discussion the crystallographic directions referred to are those

chosen arbitrarily but consistent with the t00ll foil normal and with
the various tilting movements carried out inside the electron microscope.

A symmetry operation is used finally to provide a more meaningful inter-
pretati on .

Consider Reaction A (fig. 8.11(b)

This reaction has components marked a1, a, and

lies along tiill in a near screw orientation on (0.|

sected dislocation a2 which lies close to tTlll ana

orientation. The reaction products a, and aj both

from an analysis of their traces (see section 5.10

a3. Dislocation al

l), and this has inter-
(110) in a near screv',

lie along tlill, ana

) lie on the (ior)
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pl ane. Either of the following reactions is possible

0r

atllll + atllll
atllT: + atilll

aL?021

I0201

atl0l l
I0l0l

aIl0'l l
t0l0l

8.3

8.4

It should be noted that by simply considering the antiparallel
Burgers vector of atiTtl an entirely different type of reaction product
is obtained (Humble (10a)). Also, by taking the antiparal]el Burgers

vector of atTlll a total of four reactions are obtained. These last
two however, are simply in the reverse sense of reactions 8.3 and 8.4
and therefore do not produce a distinctly different type of product.

Unless the absolute sense of each Burgers vector is known with
respect to each dislocation line u, the precise reaction cannot be spec-

ified, without other evidence.

The reaction B in fig. 8.ll(b) also has pairs b.' and bi which lie
alongtlTll and show contrast identical to the pairs a, and aj in A. The

reactant dislocations in B cannot be distinguished. The only difference
between the configurations of A and B is in the way the foil surfaces cut
their respective reaction products. Reaction B is sho$,n in fig. 8.12
imaged under three different diffracting conditions. Reaction B rather
than A is shovn because in some ti'lt positions A was obscured by a region
of contamination on the foil surface. The images in these three micro-
graphs are very similar to the synrnetrically equivalent images in fig.
6.3, for the acl00> dislocation pair. Specifically, fig. B.l2 (a, b,
and c) should be compared with fig. 6.3 (b, c and a) respectively. The

product pairs in reactions A & B can therefore be identified as resulting
from reaction 8.4.

By symmetry arguments (see section 6.2) reaction 8.4 can be expressed

in terms of the slip systems of the original single crystal specimen as

fol I ows :

atllll + a[ll]l + atlOOl + atlOOl 8.5
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This reaction can be produced in two ways:-

l. An altiif Oistocation an (tOl) interacts with an atllll
dislocation on tT10) to produce a repelling pair of afl0Ol
dislocations which lie along tiitt in (011); or

2. An allITl Oislocation on (ll0) interacts with an atllll
dislocation on (iOf) to produce a repel'ling pair of atl0Ol
dislocations which lie along tlill in (0ll).

From the observed s'lip systems both are likely to occur.

Reaction C

This reaction has component dis'locations cl n ..1 , c, and cr.
The pnrduct pair c' ci result from dislocation cZ, which lies very close
to tilll in a near screw orientation, interacting with dislocation ca

which lies 2lo from tne tTTll screw orientation on (0ll). The approxi-
mate direction along which the reaction pair lie is tl00l. Dislocation
ct is too close to screw orientation for its slip plane to be determined

directly but this can be deduced from the follov,ring argument:-
(0ll) is definitely the slip plane for dislocation ca((0ll) contains
both the dislocation 'line direction u and b). Therefore consideration
of all the possible {110} slip planes for dislocation c2 (i.e. (l0l),
('ll0),(0Tl)) gives rise to the deduction that (Oil) can be the only one

which intersects (0ll) along tl00l. Hence reaction c will be either of the
fol I ovli ng : -

atitil + atiil *at202t*atiolt + atiott .8.6

atliil + atiilt * at020l * atoiot + atoiot s.7

i.e. an atitll or atlTTl dislocation on (oil) interacts with an atiitl
dislocation on (0Il) to produce a repelling pair of atl0ll or atOT0t

dislocations lying along [100]. It is not possible to determine which

of the above two reactions corresponds to C since the product pair 1ie
almost parallel to the foil surface and therefore show insufficient
extinction contrast for image matching.
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Because atiitl dislocations are not generally observed in the foils
syrnmetry operations can be used to express the aboye reactions in terms

of the specr'men slip crystallography. Reactions 8.6 and 8.7 can there-
fore be written as follors:-

atit t I

atllll
atllll
atllll

a1022)

at200l

at0l I l
at100l

at0l 1 l
atl 001

8.8

8.9

i.e. an a[lll] dislocation, or its antiparallel, lying on (l0l) reacts
with an atllll dislocation on (T0l) to form either an a[Olll pair or
an a[100] pair lying along tOl0l.

8.3.3 Sections Parallel to Slip planes in Dynamically Defonned Crystals

The slip traces actually observed (see Chapter 7) and the thin foil
observations discussed so far indicate that tiere are two active pairs of
illOi planes, each sharing a separate <lll> slip direction. providing

the dislocations involved in the process of deformation remain in pure

screw orientations along the two <ll1'slip directions it is possible to
envisage the same dislocation contributing to slip on each plane of a

given pair. This argument neglects the effects of splitting of the
superlattice dislocations on any one plane, The partials would of
course, first have to constrict before changing from one plane to the
other, and it is not known to what extent this restriction affects the
ease with which a pure screvil can transfer from one plane to another.

0nce the dislocation deviates from its pure screw orientation
transfer of slip from one plane to another is prohibited. Deviations
of some of the dislocations from their pure screw orientations are
observed and it therefore appears that this restriction is present.
Further, unless the whole 'length of the pure screw dislocation cross
glides (and this is unlikely), a large amount of dislocation line of
'near edge' character will be produced. The optical micrographs in
figs. 7.7(a) and 7.7(b) show clearly the complete absence ofwavy slip
traces on the dynamical'ly deformed specimens. The traces are contained
in coarse bands, and at least within these bands gross slip is confined
to a single set of {ll0} planes. If segments of the dislocations
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moving on these planes cross-glide onto another set of planes these
segments do not expand far enough to provide any wayy slip on the
crystal surface.

Sections Parallel to (TOt)

Fig. 8.13 shows a (iot) section from specimen A.l.19 which was

deformed dynamically to a strain of 5.4 pct. A large number of dis-
locations in this area lie close to the tllll slip direction. Many

of these long segments end at sharp turns passing steepty through the
thickness of foil. These configurations may result from portions of
atllll screws transferring from tne (iot) planes to (itO). Evidence for
the transfer occurring from (Tot) to (Tl0), and not (ito) to (Tot) is
provided by the short connecting segments (e.g. at x ). If transfer
had occurred by atllll screw dislocations moving from (iro) to (iot)
these segments connecting the screw portions would lie parallel to the
(iOf1 plane. However, the extinction fringes on these segments indicate
that they slope through the foil.

It could also be argued that the long segments lying in (iot)
parallel to tllll, and which are connected to segments sloping through
the foil, result from the repeated jogging of forest dislocations
(presumably with b = atillJ) by atllll dislocations on the (Tot) ptane.
This mechanism could explain the very small jog on the forest dislocation
at Y in fig. 8.13 but hardly accounts for the very long segments which
are up to 0.5 um in length.

The single dislocations in fig. B.13 which pass through the foil
and lie projected approximately along t0l0l (e.g. those marked p and Q)
are probably a tTlll screw dislocations.

The area in fig. 8.la(a) is from the same foil as fig. 9.]3. Strong
tangling has developed along tlill and connecting these tangles are
segments of dislocations lying close to tllll. These well defined walls
probably result from ttre interaction of dislocations on (iOf) and (ll0)
planes. A portion of one of these walls is shown at a higher magnificat-
ion in fi9.8.14(b). Interactions between primary atllll dislocations
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(e.g. at X) and forest distocations (at y) are yisible in this wall.

Some sections parallel to (TOt) were examined from a crystal defor-
med to only 1.1 percent strain (test A.z.?z). Fig. g.l5 is an example.
There is very little alignment of segments along illll and many disloc_
ations are still relatively free of tangles. Dipoles which have broken
into a string of loops can be seen in the regions marked L (105). The
double images of most of the dislocations in this micrograph are not to
be interpreted as dislocation splitting, but arise from the specific
diffracting conditions used. A correction to the deviation parameter w

would have eliminated these double images. The width of these double images
is as large as 1000fi and this is far in excess of the sptitting distance of
superdislocations (see section 2.5).

Fig. 8.16(a) shows another area from the same foil, where some quite
different dislocation configurations can be seen. There is a marked
alignment of a[lll] dislocations along tllll. There is also a large
amount of loop and dipole structure aligned in the approximate direction
or tlilt. No atilll dislocations are visible in this area. In the
upper region of figure 8.16(a) (a portion of this region is shown greatly
enlarged in fig.8.l6(b)) profuse loop formation has taken place and
many of these loops can be seen associated with cusps or dipoles on the
primary dislocations (e.g. at X and y in fig.8.l6(b)). This particular
structure could be a consequence of the very rapid multiplication of
dislocations by cross-slip that is expected to occur in the region of
the yield drop. It is possible that non-conservative cross-slip at
yield has produced a high density of point defects, and these, on coal-
escing, have formed the small loops.

The structure shown in detail in fig. g.l6(b) is very similar in
appearance to a structure observed by Taylor and christian (106) in
niobium single crystals which they had defonned statical'ly by single
slip at l58oK. They explained the structure as arising from the pinning
of screw dislocations by jogsrwith subsequent loop formation by jog
draggi ng.
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Fig. 8.17 is another area of this (iOt) tott from A.2.22. It shows

the deyelopment of a strong interaction wall along t0l0l. This wall
contains a high density of dislocations which do not lie in (iOt) Uut

which have their projected directions also approximately parallel to
t0l0l. Numerous similar dislocations can be seen throughout the sub-

structure (e.g.at P, Q, R, S). These are probably atTlll dislocations
lying close to screw orientation. The wa]l therefore results from the
interaction of atllll and atittl dislocations on the two intersecting
planes, (TOt) and (l0l)respectively.

The large, almost rectangular shaped loops marked X and Y in fig.
B.'17 and their associated dislocation segrnnts appear to have formed by

a loop mechanism for loop and dipole formation proposed by Tetelman (l0l).
This mechanism involves the interaction of two mixed dislocations with
opposite but equal Burgers vectors, which glide on parallel slip planes.
Tetelman suggested that two such dislocations could lor,uer their energies
by reorientating over part of their lengths and cross-slipping to form a

large rectangular 1oop. The loops X and Y in fig. 8.17 appear to be

associated each with at least one dislocation which contains a cusp;
this cusp indicating tiat the dislocation has segnnnts lying on different
paral lel sl i p pl anes.

Sections Parallel to (ll0)

The substructure developed in the (itO) slip planes was similar to
that in.the (lOt) planes, and will therefore not be discussed at any

great 'length 
.

The micrograph in fig. 8.18 is from a (itO) toit prepared from

specimen Al.l5 (e = 4.5 pct). There is a strong alignment of straight
atlllJ segments close to screw orientation. A high density of Uisloc-
ations lies projected along t00ll, there presumably being afittl screws.

Tangfing with little directional character, together with a considerable
amount of loop debris 'is present.
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Section Parallel to (ll0)

The (ll0) fittt system was the least stressed of all the four
systems found to be operating in the dynamically deformed crystals (see

table 7.1). Hence, a section parallel to (ll0) was prepared from speci-
men A.4.4 (e = 4.5 pct.) in order to investigate further the role of
dislocations on the less highly stressed active {ll0} planes.

Fig.8.19 shows an area of this (ll0) foi1. The glide dislocations
on (110) lie very close to the fittt screw orientation; this probably
indicates that they are moving under lower stresses than those on the
more highly stressed (Tot) ana (Troy planes. It appears that dislocat-
ions on these less highly stressed planes tend to become inmobilized when
obstacles are encountered rather than bowing out into the higher-energy
non-screw orientations.

The tTlll segments in fig. 8.19 are heavily jogged. This presumably
results from repeated interactions with the "forest" dislocations (i.e.
forest with respect to the (ll0) plane). These forest dislocations are
projected along t00ll in (ll0), and this is the direction of projection
of tllll screws on to (110). The "forest" dislocations show the charac-
teristic double-dotted contrast expected witlr the <ll0> reflection used
(e.g. at A, B and C) .

8.3.4 0ther Sections Examined from ami cal l.y Deforned lmens

(0il ) Sections

These contained both the tllll and tllll slip directions and there_
fore enabled the reactions between them to be observed direcily.

Figs. 8.20(a'b) show bvo different areas of foil from specimen A.4.6
(e = 4.9 pct.). The structure in figure g.20(a) is almost entirely
comprised of a single set of screw dislocations which have dragged out
numerous loops and dipoles presumably as a result of extensive slip in
this local region. The structure in fig. g.z0(b) hcnveverrconsists of
a tight intersecting pattern of fTttt and [lll] screw dislocations which
are comprised of much straighter segments, and which also exhibit litile
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loop or dipole formation.
i mnobi I e.

This tight network structure would be relatively

Fig. 8.2'l shows a high magnification view of another region in the

same foil. Interaction products can be clearly seen for example at
U, V, W, X, Y and Z. Many of these pairs lie projected close along ti00l.
Both reactions 8.8 and 8.9 will pnoduce products which Iie projected in
this direction. contrast experiments would be required to make a
positive identification however. The pair marked u in fig. 8.21 contain
sharp bends which could result from the re-orientation of part of an at0lll
pair into a low energy screw orientation. Head (47) has shown that the
minimum energy for an a<ll0> dislocation in g-brass is in the pure screw
orientation. The same might apply for other similar pairs containing
sharp bends. By contrast, if the reaction pair at w consist of atlOOl
dislocations they are already orientated as 55o - edge dislocations which
is their stable low energy position. Also, some of the reaction products
are quite short in length (e.g.at v, y and Z). This is in keeping with
the supposition that they are high energy atOlll dislocations and there-
fore would keep their lengths to a minimum (Milter and crawford (46)).

(1ll) Sections

Figs.8.22(a) and 8.22(b) show areas of (lll) foils taken from
specimens A.2.1 (e = 5.25 pct) and A.4.2 (e = 4.7s pct) respectively.
In both micrographs strong end-on contrast from a[ll]l screvl dislocations
is visible (e.g.at X in both figures). Long segments of atlttl screvl
dislocations lie projected along <211>. The directional banding approx-
imately along <l]0> in fig. 8.22(a) is difficult to interpret in re'lation
to the general deformation substructure. Fig. g.?z(b) however, exhibits
some banding along <21'l> and this presumably arises from the intersection
of the (ior) or (ito) trace wirh the (ilI) plane.

8.3.5 Technique for Distinguishing Between a<lll> and llll> Dislocations

In the results so far discussed the dislocations observed in the
dynamically deformed crystals have been assumed to have Burgers vectors
of aclll> rather than |ftft. This is a reasonable assumption in view
of the fact that g-brass is ordered at room temperature.
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Ferguson and Titchener (9) haverhowever, suggested that the dynamic

upper yield stress should be h'igh enough to generate |ll1> dislocations

and these could very rapidly disorder the slip Planes. They postulated

that the dynamic work-hardening rate resulted from the easier movement

of these |ttt> dislocations through the disordered lattice. Although

they did not state this explicitly, it is implied that the easier motion

of these unit dislocations would arise from the absence of antiphase

debris which wou'ld otheruise be produced if slip occured by the rnotion of

a<lll> dislocations.

From the contrast of the dislocations in the foils prepared from

dynamical'ly deformed specimens there is no evidence to suggest that they

were anything but a<Ill> superdislocations. The <ll0> and <.|00> pairs

which foymed as a result of interactions between dislocations whose Burgers

vectors were paralle'l to tllll and tTttl, could only result from the inter-
section of whole a<lll> dislocations. If the intersecting dislocations

were unit llll>'s then only single product dislocations would have been

observed.

In a private conmunication Humble (104) has referred the author to

the intensity profiles originally computed by Head et. al. (48). The

profiles enabled these workers to distinguish between |-<lll> and aclll>
dislocations. At the exact Bragg setting (w = 0) double images were

obtained for a<lll> dislocations for which g.b = 2,whereas single images

were obtained for |ttt> dislocations using the same diffracting vector
(i.e. g.b = l). By the term 'double image' it is meant that there will
be contrast on either side of the dislocation core though this will not

necessarily be symnretrica1 (104).

Fig. 8.23(a-d) shows a series of micrographs of an area of foil taken

from specimen A.4.4 which was deformed dynamically to a strain of 4.5 pct.

The dislocations have been imaged using the four different diffracting
vectors of the (001) reciprocal lattice plane. Fig. 8.23(a) shows the

characteristic double dotted contrast from the tllll screw or near screhl

dislocations (g.b = 0). Similar contrast from the few titt: dislocations

can be seen in fig. 8.23(b). The fo'il in each case is orientated for
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w = 0, although slight buckling in parts of the foil has resulted in there
being departures from this precise setting in some areas. Marked doub'ling
of the images is clearly visible in the darker regions of the foi'l (w = 0)

e.g. at X in figs. 8.23(b,c and d), at Y in figs. 8.23(c and d) and at p

in figs. 8.23(a,c and d). For each of these images g.b = + 2 if the
Burgers vectors of the respective dislocations are assumed to be of the
type aclll>. Doubling can be observed with at least one diffracting
condition where g.b = * 2 for almost all the other dislocations in this
one area of foil.

It is therefore concluded that the bulk of the dislocations present
in the dynamically induced substructure have Burgers vectors of the type
a<lll> and not |til'.

IC DEFORIV|ATION

8.4.1 Burgers Vectors

The Burgers vectors of dislocation in the statically deformed specirnns
were determi ned by exami ni ng (001 ) and ,'off (001 ) 

,, secti ons . A s tri ki ng
feature of all the sections examined was the almost total absence of all
dislocations except those with Burgers vectors of atllll.

The structure in fig. 8.24 is from an "off (001)" section taken from
specimen A.3.8 (e = 4.3%) which deformed by the (TOf) - (Zff) transition
slip mode. The structure consists entirely of atllll screws except for
the three dislocations marked X, these being atilll screw dislocations.

Fig. 8.2 5 is taken from specimen A.z.g (e = 4.6 pct.) which slipped
wholly on (Ztt). Again the notab'le feature of this structure is that it
comprises entirely aillll dislocations. An appreciable amount of loop
debris occurs throughout the structure. It is present in greater density
in the areas of intense tangling, These tangles have no apparent direct-
ionality but instead develop as an ilI-defined cellular structure. l,lithin
the cell walls there is a much lower density of dislocations and these are
relatively free frtm interactions. The mechanism which produces this
embryonic cell structure is not known. whatever it is, it must arise from
the single slip mode of static deformation, and very likely it incorporates
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near-scrr orlentrtlon. 'The three dlslocatlons mrr*€d r rnd
shillng falnt clntrast have BurgeB ye€tors of atllll.
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some kind of cross-slip process. Many of the dislocations in fig. 8.25

have their lines displaced by connecti.ng segments which appear to Iie
close to a common direction (e.g. see dislocations marked X,Y and Z).

The precise directions along which a number of different dislocations
lie in figure 8.25 were determined. The spread of these about tllll
indicated that they do not all lie in (Ztl). This scatter outside the
(Ztt) zone circle could mean that the overall Qll) slip is made up of
components of slip on other planes having this conmon [lll] slip direction.
Alternatively it could mean that some rearrangement of the dislocations
has taken place subsequent to deformation (e.g. during or after thinning).
It seems improbable that such rearrangements would take place since the
<lll> screy, orientation is a strong minimum energy position. Also dis-
locations in the foils were never observed to move in the eJectron micro-
scope even under a highly focussed beam.

It has been suggested by Madden and Chen (tOZ1 that {l12} s'lip in
b.c.c. metals is composed of short composite slip steps on tll0] planes.
Hirth and Lothe (108) have, however, pointed out that such composite {110}
steps would be too small to be resolved with the electron microscope.

. Fig. 8.26 is from another (001) section which was taken from specimen

A.2.7 (e = 4.9 pct.). This specimen deformea UV (2ll) slip and the foil
shows features almost identical to those of fig. 8.25. The narrowrwell-
defined wall is unusual. It is projected in (001) a few degrees of titOl,
this angle being more than the likely error in determining the til0l
direction. The only likely plane which could interact with the (2ft)
p'lane to give rise to such a wall is (110). This intersects (2tt)atong
ftTgl which in turn projects along titOl in (001). However, the only
dislocations which could be active in (110) are those with b = atilll and

there is no evidence of any such dislocations being present in this wall.
The slight deviation of the wall from the fitOt direction, and the complete
absence of any similar walls in other static (001) sections indicates that
it is not a representative part of the substructure produced by static
deformation. It is probably a subgrain boundary produced during the grov-
ing of the crystal.
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8.4.2 Sections Parallel to Slip Plan€s in Statically Deformed tal s

(2ll) Sections

Difficulty was experienced in obtaining good quality images of dis-

locations viewed with the electron beam in the t2lll direction. Severe

surface etching was visible with this foil orientation and it was necess-

ary to tilt the foil into the tilll beam orientation to obtain images of

adequate quality. Therefore in this tTlll orientation the (2tt) stip
substructure was viewed slightly 'skewed' from the position in which the

(2ll) slip planes were normal to the electron beam.

Fig. 8.27(al shows typical substructure developed on tt. (Ill) slip
planes. The foil was prepared from specimen A.1.24 which was deformed

to a strain of 4.8 pct. A small portion of fig. 8.27(a) (see area marked

XX'YY') is shown enlarged in fig.8.27(b). The dislocations are seen

to be generally aligned in the tTttt direction. However, many segments

of the dislocations have moved into edge or near-edge orientations. The

energy calculations of Head (47) predict a strong minimum in the elastic
stored energy of a<lll> dislocations in the screw orientation, which

increases to a maximum in the pure edge orientation. The presence of
these edge or near-edge segments in a statically defovmed specimen suggests

that high stresses are acting on the slip planes. Such stresses could

well activate cross-slip, and this is consistent with the wavy nature of
the slip traces on the statically deformed specimens.

Numerous cusps and dipoles have formed on the dislocation lines (e.9.

at x, y and z in fig. 8.27(b)) and there is a high density ofdebrisranging
in size from barely resolved specks to large loops up to 0.5 um in diameter.

There is a strong tendency for tangling to occur in a direction approx-

imately at right ang'les to the tllll slip direction. Th'is direction of
tangling is not precise and the tangles often deviate to develop a partially
enclosed elongated cell structure. The average width of these cells

measured in the tllll direction is between 1 and 2 tm.

fne (2t1) section in fig. 8.28 which shows part of a foil taken from

specimen A.'1.13 (g = 5.0 pct.), has well defined tangles also approximately
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l.
2.

at right angles to tllll. As was obseryed in the (001) sections, none

of these tangles show any evidence of having arisen from interactions
with other slip planes. The evidence to support this conclusion can be

sumrarized as follows :-

There is an obvious and dominant set of a[lll] dislocations.

There is no obvious presence of a second set of different dis-
locations in the tangles.

Interactions between dislocations on (2tt) with those on (TOt)

and (ll0) would occur along tllll.
The intersection of (2tt) and (ll0) planes is along ili3l and

this projects along tlT2l tn tTllt.
The intersection of (Zff) with (l0t) is along tT3tl and this

projects along fT2tt tn tiill.
The above interactions alone are thought to be possible, but none of

the interaction directions can be matched with the observed direction in
which the tangles have developed. The slip trace observations reported
in chapter 7 also support the above conclusion that the observed sub-
structures result from a single slip process. It should be noted that if
there was also activity on the (Zll)tillJ system which is quite highly
stressed (see table 7.1) ttre observed walls could develop as a result of
interactions between [lll] and titr: dislocations on tne (Zil) and (Zll)
intersecting planes. No (2ll) slip has ever been observed, and the almost
complete absence of dislocations other than those with Burgers vectors of
atl lll eliminates this possibility.

(T0l ) sections

The (TOt) sections prepared from statically deformed specimens which
slipped on (TOt) showed a tendency towards tangle formation roughly along
tllll. In these sections the tangles seemed to consist of interactions
between segments of primary dislocations lying close to the ttTtl
direction. Fig. 8.29 shows a section taken from specimen A.1.17 which
had been deformed to a strain of 5.4 percent. It is not clear from this
micrograph what mechanism has produced this a'lignment of the dislocation
tangles approximately along tf itt.

3.

4.

5.
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The strong development of these tangled structures, especially as

observed in (Zft) sections (e.g. fig. 8.28), suggests that they play an

important role in producing the high rates of work-hardening in the

statically defonned crysta'ls. Some (101) sections were examined frorn

specimens deformed to low strains to gain further understanding of the
mechanism involved in static deformation. Figs. 8.30 and 8.31 show

micrographs of different areas in a foil prepared from specimen A.1.27
(deformed to I.3 pct. strain). Both areas show extensive dipole format-
ion behind a[l]ll screw dislocations, this being indicative of cross-slip.
There is a strong tendency for braiding to occur in a direction very close

to ttitl. The dislocations marked x, y and z in fig.8.3l are examp'les

of dipoles which have identical contrast to that of the long braids lying
close to Itlll. The substructure developed along flTll contains a high
density of "pinched-off" dipoles and it is probable that a dipole dragging

mechanism has contributed to its formation. It also appears that the
edge components of the atllll dislocations are partly responsible for the

development of the tangled structure in the sections cut from specimens

subiected to higher strains (e.9. by some "edge-trappingn mechanism).

Evidence for this can be seen at P, Q, R and S in fig. 8.30.

The above observations are consistent with the hypothesis put fonvard
by Makin (109) who has analysed the interactions between dislocations and

loops, and has shorn that loops may be swept along with glide dislocations.
This sweeping mechanism, he suggested, could occur either by intersection,
or by interactions of the glide dislocation and loops lying on nearby
para'llel planes. Sharp and Makin (110) have suggested that braids,
consisting of dipoles and dislocations of almost entirely the primary slip
vector, form by the interaction of slip dislocations sweeping out isolated
loops and dipoles which are present on the same or neighbouring slip planes.
A similar mechanism has probably operated in the static foils under

di scussi on.

The dislocations P,Q,R, and s in fig. 8.31 appear to be expanding

about single ended sources formed by large sessile jogs (Tetelman (l0l)).
In fig. 8.30 and 8.31 a number of dislocations can be seen where segments

of the dislocation lines lie in distinct, seeming'ly crystallographic
directions (e.9. at A in fig. 8.30 and at C in fig. 8.3.|.) It is not
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known whether these result from some kind of cross-slip nechanism, or

are a result of the dislocations re-orientating to take on a more stable

configuration (Head (47)). They are probably the same type of segmented

structure as was observed in the (001) foils (e.9. fig.8.25).

8.4.3 Sections NOrmal t0 the tllll Slip Direction

Sections prepared normal to the tllll slip direction confirmed the

results of the previous observationsi namely that s'lip is confined almost

entirely to the tllll direction. Figs. 8.32(a) and 8.32(b) show areas

of a (lll) foil prepared from specimen. A.2.8 (e = 3.5 pct.). In fig.
8.32(a) the foil is viewed with the beam direction along tllll. The

severe surface etching with this orientation prevented good quality images

from being obtained. The appearance is consistent with the dislocations

being parallel to the beam direction. In fig. 8.32(b) the same foil has

been tilted into a <ll0> orientation 35o away. Only one set of dis-
locations can be seen, all of which show similar contrast. This is
consistent with fig. 8.32(a).

8.5 DISLOCATION STRUCTURE IN SPECIMENS DEFORJ{ED BY STATIC-DYNAMIC LOAD-

RELOAD SEQUENCE.

In view of the unexpected slip structure observed on the specimens

reloaded dynamically following a static pre-load (see section 7.3.5), (001)

sections from these spec'imens were examined.

Fig. 8.33(a) shows a typical area from specimen A.3.23 which was

statically preloaded to 4.0 pct. strain and then dynamically reloaded

6 pct. A typical area of an (001) foil taken from specimen A.3.26, which

was deformed by uninterrupted static testing to a strain of l0 pct., is
shown in fig. S.33(b) for the purpose of compar.ison. The specimen A.3.23

slipped on (iOt) during both the static preload and the dynamic reload.

The specimen A.3.26 deformed by slip on (2ff).

It is clear from Fig. 8.33(a) that the dynamic re'load has not induced

activity on those planes which slip in the tilll direction. There is in
fact no evidence of any dislocations being present except those having

Burgers vectors of a[lll], and in this respect the substructure induced
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by the dynamic reload is of a 'static' type. Comparison of figs. 8.33(a)

and 8.33(b) reveals however, that there is a greater degree of tangling
in the substructure induced by uninterrupted static loading than in the

substructure induced by the static-dynamic loading sequence. This adds

support to the inference in section 7.5 that the dynamic reload unlocks

dislocations previously irrnobilized during the static preload. The lower

rate of work-hardening of the dynamic reload curve compared with that of
the static preload curve (see fig. 7.14') could therefore possibly be

explained in terms of an increase in the mobile dislocat'ion density
during the dynamic reload.

8.6 DISLOCATION DENSITIES IN THE DEFORMED CRYSTALS

Dislocation counts were obtained from the dynamic and static (001)

foils shown in figs. 8.8 and 8.25 respectively. The dislocation densities
in these two foils were approximately 7.5 x lOs cm-2 and 

.|.6 x 1010 cm-2

respectively, and the respective strains induced in the specimens were 4.5

and 4.6 pct. It should be noted that the counts on the micrographs were

on only those dislocations which could be individually identified. The

semi-cellular structure consisting of dense tangles and loop debris in
fig. 8.25 could not be analysed. Therefore the dislocation density given

for the specimen deformed statically is an under-estimate. The density
measurements therefore indicate that at almost identical compressive
strains there are at least double the number of dislocations in the

statically deformed specimen compared to that in the dynamically deformed

specimen.

Counts were also made on the foils represented in part by the micro-

graphs in figs. 8.33(a) and (b). As was discussed in section 8.5, the

specimen deformed by uninterupted static loadlng exhibited a greater degree

of tangling (see fig. 8.33(b)) than the specimen deformed by interrupted

static-dynamic loading to an equal strain (see fig. 8.33(a)). It was not

possible to count the dislocations in these tangles. However the following

values were obtained by counting those dislocations which were distinguishable:-

l. Specimen A.3.23 (static-dynamic) - 4.5 x 109/cm

2. Specimen A.3.26 (static) - 8.5 x lo9/cm
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CHAPTER 9

SUM\'IARIZING DISCUSSION

The important features arising from the single crystal deformation
programme can be sunrnarized as follows:

During uninterupted testing the statically deformed crystals work-
harden more rapidly than the dynamically deformed crystals. This dif-
ference in the work-hardening rates decreases with increasing strain
beyond a strain of about 1.5 pct, but even beyond this strain the
statical'ly deformed crystals are aluays harder than comparable dynami-
cally deformed crystals.

During uninterrupted testing the crystals deformed statically by slip-
ping on ttre (iot) ttttl or (2rr) ttttl systems, or on the two (fof)
t1111 ana (2tt) ttttl systems in a transition type mode. lJavy slip was

observed on a'll crystals defonned statically. with uninterrupted
dynamic testing the crystals slipped simultaneously on the (ior) [111],
(110) t1111, (101) ttttl and (110) t1111 systems. No uavy slip was

observed on the uninterrupted dynamically tested specimens.

The stress/strain curves and the slip trace observations obtained from
specimens subjected to the static-static, dynamic-dynamic and dynamic-
static intemupted loading sequences aye consistent with the results
from the uninterrupted tests. The crystals subjected to the static-
dynamic sequence however, exhibited anomalous behaviour during the
dynamic reload. Slip traces consistent with the operation of a 'static,
type slip mechanism were observed in this dynamic reload, but the work-
hardening behaviour more c'losely resembled that observed in the
uninterrupted dynamic tests.

The dislocation structures in the statically deformed crystals were
consistent with a dominantly single slip mode operating on either the
(101) or (2t1) planes. The Burgers vectors of most of the dislocations
were identified as a[111]. Many of these dislocations deviated markedly
from their minirnum energy screw orientations, and this tendency appeared

2.

3.

4.



to be associated with the development of a partially developed cell
structure.

5. The dis'location structures in the dynamically deformed crystals (i.e.
from the uninterrupted tests) were consistent with the simultaneous

operation of the four {110} <111> slip systems. Strong interaction
walls were observed and much of the debris was identified as resulting
from the reaction between dislocations with Burgers vectors of a[111]
and atiftt. At strains beyond the immediate post-yield region the

a<1.11> dislocations lay close to their minimum energy screw orientations.
The distribution of the two types of a<111> dislocations in the dynami-

cally deformed crystals was non-uniform.

At about 5 pct strain the number of countable
statica1ly deformed crystals was about double

cally deformed crystals.

The following matters require explanation:-

The differences in the slip and stress/strain
rupted static and dynamic loading.

103.

dislocations in the

the number in the dynami-

behaviour between uninter-

6.

1.

2. The anomalous dynamic reload behaviour of crystals previously subjected
to static preloading.

1. Differences between Static and Dynamic Behaviour in Uninterrupted Tests

The optical microscope observations indicated that the dynamic slip
traces on a single specimen were both coarser and finer than those present

on the statically deformed crystals, and that whereas the dynamic traces
were always straight the static traces exhibited distinct waviness. Ferguson

and Titchener (9) reported that crystals which they had subjected to dynamic

loading exhibited coarse markings. They suggested that these traces were

characteristic neither of slip in ordered alloys nor of slip in other dyna-
mically tested metals. Flinn (19) attributed the fine slip in statically
defonned ordered alloys to the difficulty of activating the cross-slip of
supedislocat'ions. Orava and 0tto (111) stated that the fine stip usually
associated with dynamically defonned metals probably resulted from a higher
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density of dislocation sounces and from the inhibition of multiple and

cross-slip. The results of the present investigation shor that crystals
subiected to unintemupted dynamic loading behave in a manner at least
partly analogous to that of both ordered alloys ard dynamically deforrned

metals, in producing fine slip. The multiple slip observed in the dynami-

ca]ly tested crystals is not however consistent with the trends outlined
by 0rava and 0tto (111).

The uavy slip observed on the statica'lly deformed crystals in the
present investigation is attributed to the cross-s'lip of at111l dislocations.
Ferguson and Titchener (9) did not examine their crystals in any particular
orientations that might have enabled any waviness,possibly present in the
slip traces,to be detected.

Ferguson and Titchener (9) noted that the 'coarse' slip markings and

the lower work-hardening rates associated with their dynamically tested
crysta'ls were consistent with the behaviour of a statically deformed dis-
ordered alloy. They postulated that such behaviour could be a consequence

of the movement of |f f ft unit dis'locations rather than a<l11> super-
Iattice dislocations. However, the "contrast" experiments described in
section 8.5.3 show rather convincing'ly that this explanation is incorrect,
and that both static and dynamic slip in the B-brass crystals take place

by the motion of superlattice dis'locations.

It is inevitable that with increased deformation the amount of disorder
in the crystals will increase. It could therefore be argued that with
increasing strain cross-slip will occur more easily by the motion of the

|f tf, dislocations associated with the disordered materia'|. There is no

evidence however, that the dynamic slip traces exhibit any uaviness at
higher strains, indeed at any strain at all.

It is not clear why cross-slip should occur in the static case but not
in the dynamically tested crystals. The slip traces belonging to tne (iOt)
and the (Zff) slip planes in the statically deformed specimens exhibited
tht's waviness thus eliminating the possib'le explanation that the slight dif-
ference in antiphase boundary energy on these two planes gives rise to a

variation in the ease with which the superdislocations cross-slip.
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It is possible that an explanation for this absence of cross-slip'in
the dynamic case lies in the effect of strain-rate. Copley and fear (ttZ)
using the Gilman equation (113) to relate dis'location velocity to the
applied shear stress, have shown that dislocations separated by a stacking
fault and having non-parallel Burgers vectors, display a marked velocity
dependence of their degree of dissociation. They deduced that the velocity
of deformation would significantly influence the cross-slip behaviour, and

that depending on the character of the dislocations and the energy of the
stacking faultrthe dislocations may either constrict or dissociate complete-
ly at high strain-rates.

In the light of more recent analyses, and from the fact that the partial
dislocattions comprising the dislocations 'in g-brass have identical Burgers
vectors, it is difficult to see how the absence of cross-slip in the dynamic
tests can be attributed to the velocity dependence of the distance to which
the partials separate. Very recently Ferguson (114) has shown that if a

force law is assumed in which dislocations are damped by a force proportional
to their ve'locity, then the separation of the partials will be nearly insen-
sitive to velocity unless the dislocation velocities are very high (> 10{ cm.

sec.-r). The force law which Ferguson used for his deductions uns derived
from the analysis of recent experiments carried out by Grace and Inman (115).

The analyses of both copley and Kear (Ltz), and Ferguson (1t4) apply
only to partial dislocations with non-parallel Burgers vectors. Even if
further complex dissociations of the !.tttt partia'ls comprising the super-
dislocations in B-brass took place (e.9.,0s suggested for b.c.c. metals by
Hirsch (116)) tfre velocities in the dynamic test would not be sufficiently
high to affect their separations significantly. If a mobile dislocation
density of 108 cm-2 is assumed then,for a plastic shear strain rate of
5 x 103 sec-lrthe mobile dislocation velocity will be about l.03cm sec-r
(obtained from the relationship v = i/nb where i is the strain-rate, n the
number of mobile dislocations and b the Burgers vector). On'ly in the region
of the yield point where mechanisms of rapid dis'location multip'lication are
taking place in the as-grov{n structure is the ve'locity likely to be high
enough to influence the separation. It is possible that the conditions pre-
vailing in the region of yield in the dynamic test set the pattern of the
subsequent slip and work-hardening behaviour in the uninterrupted tests.
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Dorn (117) has suggested a mechanism in which glide superdislocations
intersecting moving forest superdislocations require a double jog structure.
These jogs on the moving superdis'locations will drag out antiphase boundary

tubes. Dorn showed that cross-slip will be unlike'ly when these tubes become

too closely spaced; for the elastically isotropic caserhe calculated that
for cross-s'lip to occur segments of the superdislocation must cross-slip
over a length of about 6y, where y is the separation of the segments on the

slip plane. Cross-slip he predicted, would be most unlikely to occur when

the antiphase boundary tubes are closer than about 6y. The multiple slip
processes occurring in the dynamically deformed crystals would undoubtedly
produce a high density of iogs on the superdislocations and these might well
play an important role in contributing to the inhibition of cross-slip.

In the unintemupted dynamic tests slip on the {211} planes does not
occur and activity is confined to the four {110}. In the static tests there
seems to be a definite preference for (iOt)ttip, this being inferred from
the delicate balance between (2ff) and (iot) activity even though the (i11)

11111 system is stressed to a slightly higher level than the (fOf) t1111

system (see table 7.1). The fact that (itO) ttttl, (101) ftttt and (110)

tirrt slip is observed in the dynamic tests but never (211) tirrt slip which

is a more highly stressed system than these three i110] <1.11> systems,

indicates that the magnitude of the resolved shear stress is not the sole
governing criterion for slip on a given system. It is not clear why

uninterrupted dynamic loading induces concurrent slip on all four t110]
<111.> systems. Possibly the demand for a high density of mobile dislocations
in the as-grown crystal at yield is most easily provided for by simultaneous
slip on these four systems.

The predominantly single-slip mode of the static tests induces a sub-

structure whichr at strains beyond about L.5 pct, is harder than the sub-

structure induced by multiple slip in a comparable dynamically loaded speci-
men. The wavy slip traces on the statically deformed specimens are consist-
ent with the greater rate of hardening on the slip planes. The higher
stresses associated with this increased hardening rate evidently activate
cross-s'lip processes. Also, the large number of dislocations which have

moved into high energy non-screw orientations in the statically defonned

spectimens indicates that the resistance to the motion of these dislocations
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is higher than that in the corresponding dynamically deformed crystals.
0nly at strains in the region of the yield point were the dislocations in
the dynamica'l'ly deformed specimens observed to be orientated far from their
minimum energy screw orientations. This is a "transitory" phenomenon and

is most likely associated with the very high stresses induced at yield.

Alternativelyrthe predominance of a<111> dislocations in near-screv,

orientations in foils prepared from the specimens deformed dynamically to
strains beyond that of the inmediate vicinity of the yield point,could
indicate that the deformation rate is controlled by the movement of screw

segments. Taylor and Christian (ttg) have suggested that the observed

absence of long edge components on dislocations in niobium single crystals
which they deformed in compression was a consequence of the greater fric-
tional forces on screws than on edges. At a given stress level the edge

components wi'll move more rapidly than the screw conponentsrhence the

motion of screw segments will be a rate controlling process. They suggested
that the higher frictional stresses acting on the screws could arise either
from heavy iogging, or from a type of Peierls-Nabarro force produced by the
incipient tendency for screw dislocations to dissociate on {211} and {110}
type planes. The high density of jogs expected as a result of dislocations
intersecting on the four system, and the predominance of a<111> disloca-
tions close to screw orientation are at least consistent with the above

theory. Howeverrthe theory does not account for the work-hardening rates
in the dynamic tests being less than those observed in the static tests
even though a greater number of edge segments are present in the statically
deformed specimens.

In the classical concept of the deformation of single crystals the
onset of slip on secondary systems is generally associated with an increased
rate of work-hardening (Nabamo et al. (29). However, it seems that the
increased complexity of slip,with the consequential interactions between

dislocations in the dynamically deformed specimens, is of lesser signifi-
cance than the spreading of the hardening over the four different {110}
slip planes. C'losely related to this would be the reduction in the amount

of antiphase debris normally associated with increased hardening on the
active s'lip planes. It was not possible to compare the relative amounts of
such debris produced in the statically and dynamically deforrned specimens,
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since antiphase material could not be imaged in the electron microscope

(see section 3.7 ). Venables (119) analysed the interactions between

moving glide dislocations and moving forest dislocations. He showed that
with increased velocities these interactions are greatly reduced. It
could therefore be argued that the effect of dynamic loading of the 8-brass
crystals is to reduce the number of interactions that would othenrise have

occurred had the crystals deformed statically by slipping on the same four
{110} <111> systems.

If the multiple slip in the dynamically deformed specimens was due

simply to the re-distribution of slip because of excessive hardening on the
most hriEhly stressed planes (i.e., (iOt) and (frO)) then few dislocations
belonging to these lower stressed planes (i.e., (101) and (ttO1) would be

observed at low strains. The micrographs in figs. 8.9 and 8.10 clearly
show that dislocations on the lower stressed systems are present from the

early stages of deformation.

The results of the dislocation density measurements made on specimens

subJected to uninterrupted testing are consistent with the observed levels
of flow stress and work-hardening rates. The lower density of dislocations
in the dynamically deformed specimens (about one half of that in a comparable

statically strained specimen) and their lower rates of hardening indicate
that dynamic slip is achieved by the much less hindered motion of a<1.11>

dislocations on the four {110} planes. Alternatively expressedra fewer
number move more efficiently in the crystals dynamical'ly deformed than in
those statically deformed. This is further evidenced in the straight slip
traces on the dynamically deformed crystal surfaces, and also in the pre-

dominance of dislocations lying in their lower energy screw orientations.

2. Anomalous Dynamic Reload Behaviour

The anomalous behaviour of crystals subjected to a dynamic reload
following static preloading will now be discussed.

The stress/strain curves in fig. 7.14 obtained from the static-dynamic
reload sequence indicate that the reload work-hardening rate is lower than

the static preload work-hardening rate immediately before interruption, and

that the dynamic reload lower yteld stress is below that of the final flow
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stress of the static preload curve.

If, as was discussed in section 7.3.5 the percentage stress decrement

between the preload and reload curves is calculated from the final flow
stress of the preload curve and the'lower yield stress of the reload curve,
then within the'limits of experimental scatter this decrement can be

accounted for by recovery. If on the other hand this decrement is calcula-
ted using the reload flow stress obtained by extrapolating the linear work-
hardening portion of the dynamic curve back to the elastic line this differ-
ence becomes considerably greater and is unlikely to be accounted for by

recovery.

If the former analysis is correct then the hardness induced by the
static preload is produced by a rate-insensitive substructure. l,Iith subse-

quent dynamic reloading the crystal begins to flow at a stress level deter-
mined by this "starting" substructure. If the recovery process results from

a reduction in the dislocation density, and this is conceivab'le in view of
the fact that the high hardening rates, the probable frequent occurrence of
cross-slip and the marked deviation of many of the glide dislocations away

from their minimum energy screw orientations suggest the development of a

high energy unstable substructure, then it could be argued that this reduc-

tion in dis'location density is equivalent to an effective "loss" of strain
represented by the amount taken up by the yielding process. Therefore by

shifting the lower yield point both upwards and backwards along the stress
and strain axes respectivelyrthe final f'low stress of the static preload

curve and the lower yield stress of the dynamic reload curve could be made

coincident. Following this reasoning it can be seen that the dlfference in
stress level betvleen an unintemupted static test and an interrupted static-
dynamic sequence at identical strains (see fig. 7.l4l,results solely from

the lower rate of work-hardening of the dynamic reload curve. This work-
hardening behaviour of the dynamically reloaded crystals will be discussed

I ater .

Altennative'lyrif the second method of calculating the stress decrement

is correct then the implication is that the structure induced by the static
preload is rate-sensitive. In the formal treatment of the rate theory of
the flow of metals (Chrristian and Masters (teOl) tfre energy required for
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the surmounting of the obstac'les opposing the dislocation motion is supplied
by a thermal component and by the effective applied shear stress. The mean

ve1ocity of a dislocation segment which is repeatedly halted by obstacles is
given by the fo'llowing equation:-

u = p.v{expt-G/kTl - exp[-Gb/kT]i

where p is the distance moved after a successful activation, v = vs th€
Debye frequency if the process occurs in a few atomic volumes, and G and Gb

are the free energies of activation at an obstacle for motion in the direc-
tions favoured and opposed by the local stress respectively. When the dis-
location density r's high so that interactions are significant, or if the
area of slip plane swept out by the dislocation segment each time it is
activated is largerthen v I vo. The expression v{expt-G/kft - exp[-Gb/kf11
is the attempt frequency and represents the probability of the dislocation
successfully jumping over the barrier.

At low temperatures when the thermal energy contributing to the activa-
tion energy G is low a large effective stress on the dislocation is required
to produce unit velocity. At high temperatures the reverse is the case.
t,Jith increasing strain-rate the total time for which the dislocation can

attempt to surmount the barrier is reduced (i.e., for a given temperature).
Therefore to a reasonable approximation the effects of temperature and

strain-rate are related: a decrease in temperature and an increase in strain-
rate will both increase the level of the flow stress.

It can be seen that in comparing the predict'ions of the rate theory with
the second method of calculation there is an inconsistency. The reload lower
yield stress according to the rate theory should be above the final flow
stress of the static preload curve, J€t the reverse is the case. Even on

the most favourable argument (i.e., using the first method for calculating
the stress decrement) it is not above. In relation to the rate theory, but
remembering that the decrement in stress may arise from an entirely differ-
ent mechanism. two possible explanations should be mentioned:

1. The decrement in stress could occur if the height of the barriers over
which the dislocations are activated in the static preload are reduced

when the crystal is subjected to dynamic reloading. Howeverrit is
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inconceivable that bamiers which are closely related to the structure
of the crystal should change in this manner, and such a postulate should

probably be reJected.

2. Under dynamic loading the dislocations present themselves differently
to the barriers. It is conceivable that at different strain rates the

partial dislocations comprising the superdislocations in B-brass undergo

complex dissociations (e.g., as suggested by Hirsch (116) for screw

. dislocations in b.c.c. metals) thus enabling the superdislocations to

surmount the barriers more easily.

The specimens subjected to the static-dynamic loading sequence exhibited

'static' type slip behaviour during the dynamic reload, but work-hardened

at a rate comparable to that of the uninterrupted dynamic test. The disloca-
tion density measurements made on the two specimens, one deformed by

uninterrupted static loading and the other by static-dynamic loading to
identical strains, indicated that about half as many dislocations free from

intense tangling (and therefore able to be counted) were present in the

second specimen as were in the first. These dislocation density measure-

ments, together with the decreased proportion of tangling in the specimen

subjected to static-dynamic loading compared to that in the specimen subjected

to uninterrupted static loading (see figs.8.33 (a, b)) suggest that the
dynamic reload is effective in unlocking dislocations previously inrnobilized
during the sta'tic preload. The specimen deformed statically without inter-
ruption would require the generation of new dislocations as deformation
proceeded.

An attempt was made to plot dislocation density against stress in order
to examine whether in fact a unique relationship uas obtained. If this
were the case then it could be inferred that the hardening in the crystals
was primarily a function of the dislocation density and not dependent on

the mode of sIip. Such an analysis could help explain the anomalous

behaviour in the static-dynamic sequence. Howeverrthe tight braids and

tangles in the foi'ls obtained from the specimens deformed either statically
or by static-dynamic loading prevented meanr'ngful dtslocation counts from

being obtained.

In view of the fact that no significant amount of disorder can be
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quenched into B-brass it could be strongly argued that any disorder created

during deformation will be quickly restored provided there is a sufficient
number of mobile vacancies present in the structure. Koczak, Herman and

Damask (121) have shown that vacancy mobilities in B-brass are very high.
They postulated that the reason for the difficulty in "quenching-in" any

appreciab'le amount of disorder is a consequence of this high vacancy mobi-

1ity. The following inferences can therefore be drawn:-

1(a). Static deformatign: The single mode of slip, its wavy nature
(characteristic of cross-slip) and the departure of many dislocations
from their screw orientations are features indicative of rapid harden-

ing. The production of disordered material and point defects should
therefore be high.

1(b). Dynamic deformation: The spread of slip over four active slip planes,

the straiEht slip traces, the greater nr,mber of dislocations in near-
screv{ orientations and the lower dis'location densities are features,
indicative of lower rates of hardening. The production of disordered
material and point defects should be lower than in the statically
deformed specimens.

2. If the disordered material quickly reorders when the stress is removed

then the higher recovery rates observed following static preloading
compared to those following dynamic preloading (see section 7.3.1) are
explai ned.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS

The follow'ing conclusions can be made concerning the effects of
static and dynamic compr€ssive loading on single crystals of $-brass:

Under static loading (strain rates = 10-a sec-r) tne crystals work-

hardened in a parabolic manner, slip being confined to either of the two

(i01) t1111 or (211) t1111 systems. Cr.oss-slip in the statically
defornred crystals was evidenced by the wavy appearance of the slip traces.

Under dynamic loading (strain rates > 1.03 sec-r) the crystals
exhibited large yield drops followed by a linear rate of work-hardening
which was lower than the static work-hardening rate. Slip on the four
(101) t1111, (1ro) tttrl, (101) tltrl and (110) ti1ll systems occurved

simultaneously. The traces on any one dynamically defornred specimen

were both coarser and finer than those observed on specinnns statically
deformed. The coarse traces belonging to a given {110} <111> slip system

a'lways bounded the finer traces of another {110} <111> system. No wavy

slip was observed on the dynamically defornnd specimens.

The substructures present in the statically deformed crystals were

consistent with a single rnde of slip and exhibited features indicative
of high rates of hardening on the active slip planes. The important
features of the statically induced substructuy'es were as follows:-
(a) There was a predominance of dislocations with Burgers vectors

of a[111]. Many of these lay in non-scnew high-energy
orientations, consistent with the occurrence of cross-slip
and the observed high hardening rates of the crystals.

(b) Strong tangling developed on the slip planes as a result of
at111l edge segments interacting with other at111l segnents
and with loop and dipole debris produced on the slip planes.

(c) A partially developed cell structure resulted from this tangling.

The dynam'ically induced substructures were consistent with the
simultaneous operation of the four {110} <l1l> slip systems. It was
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inferred from the substructural investtgations that the lower rates of
hardening in the dynamically defonrnd crystals arose frtm the distri-
bution of slip over the four systems with a consequent reduction in
hardening on each individual system. The interactions between dis-
locations on intersecting slip planes appeared to be less important in
contributing to hardening than the influence of the four systems in
reducing the hardening on any one system.

A series of interrupted tests indicated that behaviour under static-
static, dynamic-dynamic and dynamic-static loading sequences was consistent
with the uninterrupted static and dynamic behaviour, but that the dynamic

reload stress/strain and slip behaviour, and the associated substructural
changes were greatly modified by static preloading. The crystals defonned

by a "static'r type slip nechanism, but exhibited "dynamic" type stress/
strain behaviour during the dynamic reload in this sequence.
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CHAPTER 11

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER I.IORK

The follodng matters still require investigation :-

(1) The region of strain-rate in whlch the deformafion rBchanism
changes from a 'rstatic,, to a ,,dynamic,, type mode.

(2) The inter-dependence of the effects of temperaturc and strain-
rate on the defonnation rpchanisms.

(3) The influence of different crystal orientations on the operation
of the different modes of deformation.

(4) The extent to which the crystals disorder during defonnation.
x-ray diffraction techniques would need to be used in older

, to detect disorder in 6-brass.
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AllE$lplx t,!

Xmpurity levels in tseta-brd;ss single crystals

in parts per million

ili,IPURITY

Lead

Tin

I non

Nickel

Stlver

Manganese

Gadmr'um

Bisrnuth

Ant'inony

Arsenic

Alluminium

Beryl lium

Tel I uri um

N,O;t€

A!0UrltlT

?.0

<5

70

?0

30

<5

Trace

<10

<20

<2A

<5

N.D

N.D

t'lhen'e tllless thanu appears,r. the value

represents the lottest level detectable

and the element was not d,etected.
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APPENDIX 1.2

Calculation of angular off-set of beam direction' E[,

from centre of diffraction pattern

lvlethod is illustrated with reference to diffraction pattern in
Fis. 5.e (b).

The centre of the diffraction pattern is at the point of convengence

of the Kikuchi line pairs. For S-CuZn a = 2.944 A. Considering the
<020> diffracting vector (g) then, using the Bragg relation,

Sine = |U , where dozo = t (from dn*.1 =t# I

and I = 0.037 i tor 100 KV electrons.

Therefore Sin0 = 0 = 0.01256 radians.

I'hasured on the diffraction pattern, the distance between consecutive
spots representing systematic reflections of the type <000>, <020>, <040>

etc., (and averaged over say three spots) is 2.05 cm. This distance
cornesponds to 20. The linear off-set x on the^diffraction pattern is
5.4 cm. Therefore the angular offset is 5.4 " ijif= radians

i.e. 3" 50'
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APPENDI.X 1.3

Calculation of deviati.on pararnter w

Method is illustrated by calculating w for the diffraction pattern

shown in Fig. 5.9 (b).

Measure on dlffraction pattern A02, whene Agz is obtained from

distance between second order Kikuchi line and second order spot (0.7 cm).

From Appendix 1.2

20 = 2x0.01256
n7Aoz = fi6F x0.01256

= 0.0043 radians

A0r = $-A0z

= Q.01256 - 0.0043

= Q.00826 radians

w = Eg* lgl xA0r

Nov lgl = * fi-r = 0.68 fi-t, Egzo = 453 i,
'020

Therefonew = 453x0.68x0.00826

= 2.54
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Sunmry of Mechanical Tests

Test No. Dynamic/Static Strain (pct)

I 19.

slip Plene-
A.1.1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

1.1

L2

13

14

15

16

t7
l8
l9
20

2L

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

2e(a)

2e(b)

30(a)

30(b)

Dynamic

Mis-test
Dynamic

Mis-test
Dynamic

Static
Dynamic

Dynamic

Static
Dynamic

Dynamic

Dynamic

Stati c
Dynami c

Dynami c

Dynamic

Static
Sta ti c
Dynamic

Dynamic

Dynamic

Dynamic

Static
Static
Mis-test
Dynamic

Static
Static
Static
Dynamtc

Dynamic

Static

>13.0

4.9

5.2

4.9

15.8

4.3

5.3

6.0

4.3

4.6

5.0

4.6

4.5

5.?

5.4

4.6

5.4

5.4
5.5

5.3

4.8

1..8

1.3

6.3

4.83

7.8
5.7

4.0

mul ti pl e

mul ti pl e

multiple

mul ti pl e

mul ti pl e

mul ti pl e

t 110]

(2u)

{ 110}

{ 110}

(ior )
(Zrr)

{ 110}

{ 110}

{ 110}

(ior 1

(2rr)

nultiple t 110]

multiple t 110]

(2rr )

multiple t 110), (Ztt)

(ior)
(tot1 ' (211)

multiple t 110]

(2rr), faint (iot) ana (ito)



Test No. D.ynamic/Static Strain (pct)

1?0.

Slip Plane

31 (a)

31 (b)

32

33 (a)

33(b)

4.2.1
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
I

l0(a)
10(b)

11(a)

11(b)

t2
13(a)

13(b)

1a(a)

14(b)

15

16

L7

18

19

20

2l
22

23

24

25

Dynamic

Dynamic

Dynamic

Static
Static

Dynamic

Dynami c

Dynamic

Dynamic

Static
Stati c
Stati c

Stati c
Static
Stati c
Dynamic

Stati c
Dynamic

Mis-test
Dynamic

Static
Dynamic

Dynamic

Mis-test
Mis-test
M'is-test
Mi s-test
Mi s-test
Mis-test
Mi s-test
Dynamic

Mis-test
Dynamic

Static

7.3

6.2

11.6

5.1

4.8

5.3

4.5

Lt.25
10.3

10.2

10.0

4,9
3.5
4.6

3.9

5.7

4.3

5.8

4.5
5.1

4.3

7.4

1.1

2.L

4.95

mul ti pl e

mul tipl e

mul tipl e

mul ti pl e

mul ti pl e

t 110)

t 110]

{ tro}

(2rr)

lZrr )

(2rr )

12rr )
(2rr)
(2n)
12rr)

ttto]
{110 }

multiple { 110}

multiple { 110}

*ansition (2rr)-1ior)
(211 )

(101)

transi tion 1is11_l2rr)



Test No. D.ynamic/Static Strain (pct)

l2l.

Slip Plane

4.3.1
2

3

a(a)
4(b)
5(a)

5(b)

6(a)

6(b)

7

I
9

10

11

L?

13

L4

r.5

L6

17

18

19

20(a)

20(b)

21(a )
, 21(b)

22

z3(a)

23(b)

2a(a)
24(b)

25(a)

25(b)

26

Static
Dynamic

Mis-test
Dynamic

Static
Dynamic

Static
Static
Dynamic

Dynami c

Static
Static
Static
Dynamic

Dynamic

Dynamic

Static
Mis-test
Mis-test
Dynamic

Stati c
Mis-test
Stati c

Dynamic

Static
Dynamic

Dynami c

Static
Dynamic

Dynanic

Dynamic

Dynamlc

Dynamic

Stattc

mul tiple

(zrr )
t 110]

{ 110}

12rr )

(101)

1hr)

(zu)-(ior)
(ior)
(ior)
{ 110}

{ 110}

1Zu)

4.7

3.5 multiple

4.3

4.4

4.3

8.7

3.5

7.r
>13 .0

4.3

0.7

0.4
4.5
2.0

1.8

8.5

8.0
8.6

4.2
>10.0

4.2
>10 .0

>10.0

4.0
6.0

7.3

5.6

8.7
>10.0

10.0

transition

mul ti pl e

mul ti pl e

multiple { 110}

(Zrr)

(101 )

(ior)

12rr )
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Test No. Dynanic,/$tatic Stt"aln (Deb) , = $ltp PlanS 
-

muTtlple { 110}

rnultJple { 110}

multlple t 1101

m,r:ltlple t lfol
multtBle t r10)

multiple { 110}

4,4.1
'?

3

4

5

6

7

I
e(a)

e(e)

10(a)

10{b)

xt (a)

xl(b)
T2:

D,ynamf'c

Dynmic
Dynarnic

Dynamic

Dynamic

Dynamlc

llynramlc

Mis-test
Statlc
Static
Statlc
Static
Statl'c
Statlc
Statlc

4.5

t[.8
3.1
4.5

4.V

4.9
>10.0

4.8

3.,5

3,4
3r:5

3.'9

3"4

8.,8
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And furthermore, my son, be admonished: of

making many books there is no end; and

much study is a weariness of the flesh.

Solomon "Ecclesiastes"
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